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Celebrate Chanukah with
Federation at Naumkeag’s
Winterlights

Naumkeag Winterlights
STOCKBRIDGE – The Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires and
Naumkeag invite everyone to a joyous
celebration of the Festival of Lights on
Sunday, December 29 from 5 to 8 p.m.
Admission is free for Jewish community members, or $17 per person at the
door ($12 for members of The Trustees
of Reservations, children under 12 are
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free.) Advanced registration required by
December 24 by calling the Federation
at (413) 442-4360, ext. 10, or by
emailing federation@jewishberkshires.
org.
At 6 p.m., we’ll kindle the lights of
the menorah, and celebrate with songs,
dreidels, and chocolate Chanukah gelt.
Stroll the garden paths surrounding
this stately Berkshire “cottage,” which
will be lit with hundreds of thousands
of lights during this annual dazzling
holiday display. Keep in mind that
this event will take place outdoors –
remember to dress warmly.
The event is co-sponsored by the
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires,
the PJ Library program of Berkshire
County, and The Trustees of
Reservations.
Naumkeag is located at 5 Prospect
Hill Road in Stockbridge.

Jewish Women’s Foundation of
Berkshire County Awards $40,000
in New Grants To Benefit Local
Infants, Children, and Families
In Need
PITTSFIELD – The Jewish Women’s
Foundation of Berkshire County
recently announced grant awards
totaling $40,000 for 16 local
organizations.
The investments fall in two of the
priority areas identified by the foundation: (1) Programs with a mission
to increase the availability of food and
access to housing for Berkshire residents and (2) Programs that provide
support services for children and
families in need. The grants range from
$800 to $3,500, and run for one year.
From 29 applicants this year,
16 were awarded grants. Of these,
two are first-time recipients: The
Berkshire Center for Justice, Inc. and

Israel From Space

NASA astronaut Jessica Meir’s images of Israel from
the International Space Station

On September 25, Jewish-American NASA astronaut Jessica Meir launched on
her first journey into space with fellow astronauts Hazzaa Ali Almansoori, the
first United Arab Emirates astronaut, and Oleg Skripochka, a Russian cosmonaut.
Several hours later, the crew docked at the International Space Station and began
their mission with Expedition 61/62, which included the first all-female spacewalk
– a seven-plus hour foray in the void by Meir and fellow astronaut Christina Koch
on October 18. Meir, a 42-year-old marine biologist and physiologist originally from
Maine, is busy working on a variety of scientific investigations, but still found time
to take a few tourist snaps, such as the one shown above. And she won’t be coming
back to Earth until Passover time – you can follow her on Twitter (@Astro_Jessica).
For more, please see page 11.

We are almost there,
but we need your help!
If you have not yet made your gift to the
2019 Annual Campaign there is
still time to do so!

Your gift will help us engage the next
generation, support the elderly and vulnerable,
and sustain Jewish life all year round!

Jewish
Federation
of the Berkshires’
Donate
online at jewishberkshires.org
2019 Annual Campaign
THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
GOAL $855,000
320
240
160
80

The Guthrie Center. The organizations
and programs the grants will benefit
include:
JEWISH WOMEN'S FOUNDATION,
continued on page 6

jewishberkshires.org
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Rabbi Reflection

Traveling Across the Globe, Connecting with the Power of Shabbat Across Time and Space
By Rabbi David Weiner
This summer, the Weiner family had the
opportunity to travel around the world. I am
deeply grateful for this opportunity for relaxation,
learning, and renewal that my congregation,
Knesset Israel, provided, and it is a privilege to
share some stories of our trip with the wider
Jewish community of the Berkshires.
The Israeli weekend starts on Thursday
night, so our decision to wedge the family into
a car and drive from Jerusalem to Tiberias
on a late Thursday afternoon last July might
have been a little ambitious. Road construction around Israel’s capital added a 45-minute
delay. The heat, already oppressive, tested the
air conditioning as we turned north near the
Dead Sea, then hit rush hour traffic near the Sea of Galilee. When we arrived at
our “fully-equipped Glatt kosher luxury holiday home” in Moshav HaZorim, a
religiously-observant agricultural community, we were thrilled to discover a clean
place in a bucolic setting. I started nosing around, however, and found that there
was absolutely nothing in the kitchen – no dishes, no cutlery, no pots, no coffee
machine, no stove, no oven. I suppose that’s one way to keep the property kosher.
Exhausted and exasperated, we packed the kids back into the car to get dinner
and figure out the rest.
We were relieved to find an Israeli knock-off of Party City in a nearby strip
mall. Abandoning any thoughts of environmental responsibility, we started
loading up our cart, and one of the clerks, Shuli, came over to help. Noting our
accents, she welcomed us to the area and engaged us in conversation. When
I explained our predicament, Shuli – who was definitely not religious nor an
English speaker – sympathized. Then
she started shopping for us. Plates,
plastic cutlery, foil pans, knives, bowls
and a cutting board – only what was
on sale – flew off the shelves into our
cart as Shuli recommended must-do
activities for our week in the Galilee,
as well as her favorite beaches and
hikes. When Shuli insisted that we buy
a colorful paper tablecloth – “They’re
only 15 shekels for three! How can you
have Shabbat without a tablecloth?” – I
just gave in and chose three.
My wife, Judith, however, seized the
moment. She asked Shuli: “Is there
any place around here that we can
pick up good kosher food for Shabbat?”
Shuli wasn’t sure, but she took on
the challenge, speaking with the other
store staff and calling some friends.
A few minutes later, she gave us the
name of a banquet hall that runs a
Shabbat food market, its address and
hours, a phone number and advice
from her friend about which dishes to
Synagogue in Moshav HaZorim
buy. Tired as we were, we knew that
this was Israel at its best.
The next night we recognized that Shuli had been right on the mark. The hot
pink paper tablecloth made all the difference to our mood on Shabbat evening,
and the food was extraordinary. We decided on the spot that, although we’re
willing to be patient and compromise on many details, our son Ari will be getting
married in Catering by Gabbai’s banquet hall above Tiberias, home of the world’s
most succulent turkey schnitzel.
It’s hard to convey how much we appreciated this moment of fleeting connection among Jews of very different backgrounds – American and Israeli, Ashkenazi
and Middle Eastern, visitor and local, religious and secular, kosher-observant
and not. Shuli understood exactly what our challenge was and took care of us

like she’d take care of family. Despite
The synagogue, as an
all sorts of potential barriers to
institution, can only take
understanding, we had tapped into
the connective tissue of the Jewish
Shabbat so far. Really, it
people.
The Jews are in desperate need of
is the participation of insomething to hold us together as a
dividuals, couples, and
people these days. We are a people of
many disagreements, whose variety of
families in this incredible
approaches to serving God, anxieties
tradition that will help us
about the present moment, and the
future of the Jewish people sometake Shabbat to the next
times lead us to ugly arguments.
level, together.
Similarities in religion and politics
used to bind more of us across time
and space; but today they have begun
to fray, perhaps irreparably. I don’t really want to dwell on it. Let’s just say that
the fact that you feel comfortable in your home congregation doesn’t mean you’ll
feel comfortable with services in any synagogue, anywhere. Diversity in liturgy,
custom, or gender roles might get in the way. And, for that matter, the center-left
politics that held sway in the Jewish world for the last few decades are very much
up for debate, too. Some of us, informed by our history and values, continue to
agree with those approaches and maybe even want to lean more fully into them;
others, also informed by our history and values, couldn’t disagree more vehemently. Indeed, some scholars suggest that consensus in these areas might be
the defining anomaly of 20th century Jewish communities. At core, we are the
People of Israel, a people that thinks and argues and wrestles with God, with the
world, and with each other before we prevail.
I don’t believe that either religion
or politics will hold the Jews together
in the coming decades. We are going
to keep fighting because we know
what the stakes are and we care
about finding the best path forward.
Although life would be more pleasant if
we toned it down a little, even vociferous disagreement doesn’t mean the
Jewish world must fall apart. We just
need to discover ways to connect with
each other that transcend religion and
politics.
In our travels this summer, our
family experienced the power of one
of these meeting places – Shabbat.
The core of the instant connection
that Shuli fostered with us late that
Thursday night was Shabbat, and
that was only one Shabbat experience
among many that reinforced the importance of the day, even as we wandered
all over the world. Even when everything else pulls the Jewish people
apart, if we stick by Shabbat, Shabbat
will take care of us.
The night after we met Shuli, we
participated in a Shabbat that was the heart of the life of a Jewish community
but, surprisingly, not in a religious way. That Friday evening in Moshav HaZorim,
the five of us walked past homes, fields, and cowsheds to evening services. There
were two synagogues in this moshav – one Moroccan and the other Ashkenazi,
both what we’d call in the United States Modern Orthodox and Israelis call
Religious Zionist. We do love our labels. My sons, Joe and Ari, and I went downstairs in the larger, Ashkenazi synagogue; Judith and my daughter Shira went
upstairs. Oddly, there were only a few dozen men present in the large sanctuary. Although the people were clearly devout, the davening was dismal, verging
RABBI REFLECTION, continued on page 20

Letters to the Editor
He Liked His Friends, He Liked the Popsicles

Dear Jewish Federation of The Berkshires,
This year at Camp Eisner, I was at day camp. I liked playing with my friends
and getting popsicles. Next year I might go back to sleep away camp at Camp
Eisner. Thank you so much for sending me to camp.
Love,
Noah Denmark, Eisner Day Camp, age 6
Pittsfield

Joe’s Project Holiday Basket Brought Sunshine

Dear Jewish Federation:
Thank you for thinking of me at High Holy Day time with the gift of challah
and honey. It was greatly appreciated. Please thank the children for their artwork.
It brought sunshine into my life.
May you all be inscribed in the Book of Life for a long life, good health, happiness, and prosperity.
Yours truly,
Saul Pinsky
Stockbridge

Jewish Summer Camp – You Can Check Out Any
Time You Like, But You Can Never Leave

Dear Jewish Federation of the Berkshires,
Thank you so much for giving me the chance to go to my Olim year at Camp
Eisner – it was incredible.
The Montreal trip was especially amazing. I did so many new things and made
so many new friends. I bonded instantly with everyone in my bunk (38 or “Hotel
California”) and I already miss everything about camp.
Thank you again,
Emma Adelson
Lee

Looking Forward to Bonim, Biking

Dear Jewish Federation of the Berkshires,
Thank you so much for sending me to camp. I was at Eisner this year for an
entire month. I liked playing with my friends and playing games. I can’t wait for
next year because I will be in Bonim and I’m looking forward to riding a bike at
camp. Thank you for sending me to Eisner Camp.
Love,
Levi Denmark, Camp Eisner, K’tanim, Age 8
Pittsfield

LETTERS, continued on page 4
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In My View

Witnessing the Power of Community in Fighting Anti-Semitism, Racism, and Hate
By Dara Kaufman
Anti-Semitism existed when I was growing up
A World of Difference, which in the 2019-2020 school year was expanded to
in the Berkshires and it still exists here.
17 local middle and high schools, continues to be funded by a partnership of the
A few weeks ago, Jewish students in the
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires and the Berkshire United Way.
Monument Valley Middle School in Great
We know anti-Semitism does not happen in a vacuum. It lives hand-in-hand
Barrington were targeted by a student who said he
with the virus of racism and hate that targets many marginalized groups. We all
was going to “nuke the Jews” and was purported to
have a responsibility for speaking out against this hate, whether it targets us
have a list with the names of Jewish students on
personally or targets the “other.”
it. A police investigation followed and disciplinary
It takes hard work to bring about the change we need to diminish the voices of
action was taken by the school.
hate and raise the voices of respect, tolerance, and love. It takes allies across the
People often think that in this bucolic bubble
spectrum of our broader community to join us in saying loudly and clearly that
of the Berkshires, the disease of anti-Semitism,
there is no place for hate in the Berkshires or anywhere else. This is a conversaracism, and other forms of hate and bigotry do not
tion that our Jewish community, interfaith leaders, and community partners are
exist. But they do exist and
continuing to have.
the reality is that they will
Jodie Friedman, a program associate at Hevreh and herself
most likely always exist.
We know anti-Semitism a victim of anti-Semitism in her youth, said it best in a recent
The question is, what do we do about it?
Facebook post in response to this incident. Jodie wrote:
does not happen in a
We don’t remain silent.
“It means something that our Jewish institutions and leaders
We raise our voices together to speak out and work
are
working in partnership with school administrators to
vacuum. It lives handtowards something better for our children and our
teach anti-racist inclusion. It gives us hope that there can be a
in-hand with the virus
community.
systemic change in the landscape for marginalized students here
Over the past few weeks, I have witnessed the power
that can send a ripple throughout our region. It shows our young
of racism and hate
of our community. I saw our rabbinic leaders Rabbi
people that we see them, we hear them, and in their name we are
that targets many
Neil P.G. Hirsch and Rabbi Jodie Gordon of Hevreh of
taking real action to protect all who are part of vulnerable groups
Southern Berkshire lean in, providing a steady and sacred
in society and heal those who have been hurt.”
marginalized groups.
embrace of support for the kids and their families as they
I truly believe that we are stronger together. I invite you to
processed and continue to process what has happened.
think about how you can add your voice in speaking out against
I sat with the families, our rabbis, and the Antianti-Semitism, racism, and all forms of hate and bigotry.
Defamation League (ADL) as we forged a path forward in partnership with school
administrators, who listened deeply and then committed to take meaningful
Dara Kaufman is the executive director of the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
action to address the seriousness of the incident and send a strong message that
anti-Semitism, and hate in any form, will not be tolerated.
In a letter sent to families of Monument Valley Middle School, Principal Ben
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Doren wrote that the school will be redoubling their efforts with the A World Of
The Berkshire Jewish Voice welcomes signed letters on subjects of interest to the
Difference® program, which Federation launched in 2018-2019 together with the
Jewish community. Letters are printed upon space availability. The BJV reserves
ADL and the Berkshire County Superintendents’ Roundtable, with additional
the right to edit all letters for content, length, and style. The BJV does not print
financial support from private donors and the Jewish Women’s Foundation of
anonymous letters, insults, libelous or defamatory statements. Published letters do
Berkshire County.
not represent the views of the Federation, its board of directors, or the newspaper,
Doren indicated that Monument Valley is using A World Of Difference to mobibut rather express the views of their authors. For verification purposes, please inlize its response within the school. Peer leaders, who were trained last year, are
clude full name, home address, and a day and evening telephone number. Send
working with groups of students on topics of bias and difference, Additional trainletters to: Berkshire Jewish Voice, 196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201, or email:
ings are scheduled for new students, as is a professional development workshop
astern@jewishberkshires.org.
for school staff and faculty.
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Letters to the Editor, continued
Dear Jewish Women’s Foundation of Berkshire County….

I wish to thank you for your generosity by selecting the Take and Eat
program of Congregation Beth Israel as
a recipient of your grant. This money will
help cover the cost of the food we purchase each month to feed the homebound
citizens of North Adams. Again, the only
thing that I can say is THANK YOU to all of
the women of the Foundation.
Ed Oshinsky
Congregation Beth Israel
North Adams

THANK YOU to all the wonderful folks at JWF. Your
donation to support new families in our county will be
put to immediate and very direct use. The 17-piece health care
kit we include in each Berkshire Baby Box costs $13 ($20 retail)
and we are going to apply the funds to purchase 65 of them.
We had recently been reconsidering whether or not we could
continue to include them, and this absolutely helps us to keep
this (high-ticket) item in each Box.
THANK YOU so much! With all good wishes!
Hinda and Bill Bodinger
Berkshire Baby Box
South Egremont

On behalf of Literacy Volunteers of Berkshire County,
our sincere thanks for your grant of
$1,300, which we are using to fund
tutor training. Each tutor who completes our training commits to work
with a student for at least six to nine
months. More than 70 percent of our
tutors continue to volunteer for more
than two years, tutoring an average
of six students during their time with
us. The training supported by JWF will
result in instruction provided at no
cost to many individuals, both now
and in the future. The tutors trained
with your support provide our adult
learners with instruction that gives
them the literacy skills that build
confidence and open up new opportunities, setting them on the road to
future achievements. The new skills
our students have gained with the
help of their tutors truly improve the
lives of their families, employers, and
all of us in the community.
We are very grateful for your support!
Karen Wallace, Executive Director
Literacy Volunteers of Berkshire
County
Pittsfield

Thank you so much for your
continuing support of Berkshire
Grown’s Share the Bounty program. As
you know, Share the Bounty is a win-win
program that helps sustain local farmers
AND delivers fresh, healthy produce to
community members experiencing food
insecurity. By providing farmers with some
winter income to buy seeds and pay operating costs, we help keep their businesses
strong and viable for the planting and
harvesting seasons. When the participating
farmers deliver fresh produce during the
harvest season to food pantries, community kitchens and family CSA pick-ups, the circle of community support is complete. It is
truly a double mitzvah for you to support
the farms and local food access programs.
On behalf of the Berkshire Grown Board,
our participating Share the Bounty farmers, and all the people you have helped get
fresh, healthy food – thank you!
Margaret Moulton, Executive Director
Berkshire Grown
Great Barrington

Thank you so much for the recent donation of $3,300 in support of Railroad
Street Youth Project. Since its founding, RSYP continues to serve a vital role in
our community, empowering young people to find their voices and unique identities in
the world, follow their passions, and successfully negotiate the often-difficult transition
to adulthood. Through RSYP, our constituents explore and develop ideas and projects
which enrich their lives, the lives of their peers, and our community as a whole.
In the past year alone, RSYP served over 800 youths in South County. Our programs
provide opportunities that reach beyond the classroom, allowing participants to gain the
experience and skills to think differently about their future and life choices.
Without your support for our mission of youth development and empowerment, none
of this would be possible. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ananda Timpane, Executive Director
Railroad Street Youth Project
Great Barrington

Thank you for your generous contribution toward
the Berkshire Community Action Council (BCAC) 2019
Warm Clothing Program. The program is in its 38th year of
supporting underserved Berkshire County children with new
coats, new boots, and new warm clothing for the holiday
season. Each year, the Holiday Program serves nearly 2,000
children and their families. The key component that drives
the program is the community support and spirit of collaboration that comes together around BCAC at this time.
Thank you again for helping BCAC “Keep Our Kids Berkshire
Warm!!” this holiday season.
Sincerely,
Melissa Baeher, Community Programs Administrator
Berkshire Community Action Council
Pittsfield

Your $3,150 grant will have a meaningful impact on Berkshire
Center for Justice (BCJ) clients. We are grateful for your support,
and proud to be chosen from a large field of deserving applicants, which
is profoundly meaningful to us. In addition to your grant, it’s extremely
gratifying to know that BCJ is supported in our community. Thank you
for standing in support of our unique and essential services that are so
beneficial to our community.
With gratitude for your generosity,
Eve Schatz (Esq.), Executive Director
Berkshire Center for Justice, Inc.
Great Barrington
Please see the related story on page 1.

On behalf of our board
of directors, staff, and
volunteers, I extend heartfelt
appreciation to all the members of JWF for your tremendous support of Boys and Girls
Club of the Berkshires’ Recreational Therapy Program for
youth with special needs. But
more so, I thank you on behalf
of all the kids who come in to
our Club and benefit from this
wonderful program. Our Recreational Therapy Program is a
place where handicapped kids
can learn, exercise, and thrive.
With school in session, our
special needs youth are taking
full advantage of the Club’s
programs and opportunities.
Again, sincerest thanks to all of
you who made this possible.
Kathleen Philips, Marketing
& Resource Development
Director
Boys and Girls Club of
the Berkshires
Pittsfield
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Your Federation Presents
Easy Chair Yoga for
Flexibility, Mobility, and
Peace of Mind
On Thursday, January 2 at
10:45 a.m., join Linda Novick
for “Easy Chair Yoga for
Flexibility, Mobility, and Peace
of Mind.” This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road in
Pittsfield is part of the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires’
Connecting With Community
series.
Linda Novick says: “Chair
Yoga is appropriate for people
of all levels of mobility. It
is a series of breathing and
stretching exercises done in a
chair, which increases mobility
of the joints, flexibility,
strength and stamina. Some
of the exercises are performed
standing behind the chair,
while holding on. Participants
will learn breathing techniques to enhance lung
capacity, as well as easy
stretches and yoga postures.
Yoga is good for all bodies.
Beginners are welcome.”
Linda Novick, MFA, is an
author, teacher, artist, and
professional level Kripalu
Yoga teacher. She currently
teaches yoga at Berkshire
West Fitness Center and
Kimball Farms, and all
over the Commonwealth
with the Massachusetts
Housing Authority.
She explains that her
approach to yoga encourages
everyone to listen and love
their body. Her yoga classes

encourage gentle stretching,
proper breathing, strength and
balance. She attended Pratt
Institute in Brooklyn and has
a BFA in art education, and
has taught art for 50 years.
She’s been teaching yoga
since 1997, and lately has
been focusing on easy yoga for
elders. She taught on staff at
Kripalu Center for 7 years, and
is now a regular presenter,
offering programs that
combine painting and yoga.
She’s the author of the book,
The Painting Path: Embodying
Spiritual Discovery through
Yoga, Brush and Color.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, January 2
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 21).

Music in the Air

The Magic Dreidel –
A Chanukah Celebration!

Storyteller and Actress Leslie Elias performs with Daniel Saed
of Grumbling Gryphons
On Monday, December 23
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
presents a performance of The
Magic Dreidel, a festive holiday
play certain to get everyone in
the Chanukah spirit. This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road, in Pittsfield, is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
The Magic Dreidel, written
by Leslie Elias, is a celebration of Chanukah using
music, masks, storytelling,
and audience participation. A
magic dreidel played by actor
Daniel Saed engages the audience on a marvelous journey
through time where together,
they re-enact the story of
Chanukah. The drama unfolds
as the dreidel spins, weaving
stories and ceremony with
a delightful blend of artful
magic. Ellen Moon, artist and
mask maker whose work has
been exhibited in galleries
throughout the United States,
created the colorful costumes.
The costumes and excerpts
in this performance are drawn
from Grumbling Gryphons'
full-scale production of
The Magic Dreidel, which
has been presented at The
National Yiddish Book Center
in Amherst and the Henry
Street Settlement in New York
City, as well as at museums,
schools and synagogues
throughout the Northeast.

The life and music of George Frederick Root,
a Berkshire County native son
On Thursday, December 19 at 10:45 a.m.,
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires presents
“Music in the Air,” a multimedia presentation
and musical performance celebrating the work
of Berkshire native George Frederick Root, who
in the 19th century was one of America’s most
popular songwriters. This free program at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road, in Pittsfield, is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With Community series.
George Frederick Root, born in Sheffield in
1820, was at one time the most popular singer-songwriter in America. He was a man whose
George Frederick Root
life and work became defined by the Civil War. His
songs were sung on countless occasions, in army
camps, on the battlefield, at rallies, at evening entertainment and meetings, wherever song was called for. His song, “The Battle Cry of Freedom” became perhaps
the most universally sung patriotic song throughout the war years.
This multimedia presentation follows Mr. Root’s life and music as it pertains to
the Civil War.
Ann-Elizabeth Barnes, his great-great-granddaughter, will narrate his life and
Graham and Barbara Dean will sing his songs. Richard Meyers’ slide presentation
will show scenes from the Civil War and Mr. Root’s life and times.
Ann-Elizabeth (Root) Barnes and her husband, Richard Meyers, live in
Egremont, close to G.F. Root’s birth home in Sheffield. She is the co-author of
the children’s book A Free Woman on God’s Earth, the true story of Elizabeth
“Mumbet” Freeman, the slave who won her freedom; and a young adult book The
Rev. Samuel Harrison: Abolitionist, Activist and Chaplain of the 54th Regiment,
the first Black regiment raised in the North to fight in the Civil War. His was the
story made famous in the movie Glory. Richard Meyers, on visuals, was born in
Brooklyn, NY and has been a Waldorf teacher, administrator, and a restorer of
synagogues, churches, and homes, as well as a stained glass master.
Graham and Barbara Dean are performing singer/songwriters who have lived
in the Berkshires for the last 37 years, raising 4 children here. They have been
writing and singing songs together for about 30 years. Their repertoire includes
songs of social justice, freedom, labor, Civil Rights, and historical songs. They are
radio show hosts on WBCR in Great Barrington and WRPI in Troy, NY.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, December 19 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see page 21).

Grumbling Gryphons is the
winner of the 2003 Governor’s
Arts Award in Connecticut.
Leslie Elias is a recipient of
the 2018 Connecticut Arts
Hero Award and additionally awarded the Northwest
Connecticut Arts Council 2018
Culture Max Award for Arts
Educator. Her participatory
style engages her audience
on a magical journey full
of heroes, fools, tricksters,
dragons, gods, goddesses
and our never-ending imaginations! Into the mix are
masks, myths, rhythms,
chants, dance, song and
improvisational movement

that gets her audience up on
their feet and fully engaged!
Leslie is the artistic director
and co-founder of Grumbling
Gryphons Theater. Daniel
Saed, a teen actor, performs
with Grumbling Gryphons.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, December 23 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 21).
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Your Federation Presents
Mediation for Everyday and Beyond
On Monday, December
16 at 10:45 a.m., the
Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires welcomes Kayla
Wendling and Ellen Maxon
with the Dispute Resolution
Center for a program titled,
“Mediation for Everyday and
Beyond.” This free program
at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt
Road, in Pittsfield, is part of
the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
Wendling and Maxon will
provide an agency and Center
overview, including dispute
resolution and training opportunities provided through
the Center. The Dispute
Resolution Center has been
in place for over 28 years,
providing community-based
and court-connected dispute
resolution services to
Berkshire County residents.
The Center also serves as
a leader in mediation and
dispute resolution trainings
and courses, helping individuals meet their personal
and professional goals.
The presenters will also be
demonstrating some conflict
resolution skills that are
covered in the Annual Basic
Mediation Training being held
in 2020 that can be used in
everyday life.

Kayla
Wendling is
director of
the Dispute
Resolution
Center. She
has been active
in community mediation
since 2015,
receiving her
master’s degree
in Mediation
and Applied
Conflict Studies
from Champlain
College in 2016. She began
working at the Center in 2015,
having mediated hundreds of
court-connected and community-based disputes during
her time at Berkshire County
Regional Housing Authority
(BCRHA). She is the lead
trainer for the Center, facilitating the Basic Mediation
Training each year along with
several other advanced trainings for staff, volunteers, and
the public.
Ellen Maxon, MSW, JD
is originally from Wisconsin
and worked at the Vermont
Human Rights Commission
for 12 years as an investigator
of allegations for discrimination. This role included
mediating resolutions to

“Let’s Keep it Moving”

complaints filed. She retired
in 2016 and took the Basic
Mediation Training in 2018,
which involved a volunteer
commitment afterward. Ellen
now works part-time with the
Dispute Resolution Center as
a case manager.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, December 16 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 21).

Attention all you movers and shakers! On Monday, December
9 and Thursday, January 9 at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires hosts “Let’s Keep It Moving” with Laura
Knoepler. Whether you want to shake a leg, or just your little
pinky, in this hour of moving to the rhythm and melodies of
music from Frank Sinatra to Elvis Presley to Bach, it will be
winter fun as we together celebrate the joy of movement. You can
either sit or stand during this workshop
This free program at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road,
in Pittsfield, is part of the Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, December 9 and Thursday, January 9 at
10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see page 21).

For further information on all Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires programs, please call
Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program Director,
at (413) 442-4360, ext.15.

Jewish Women's Foundation, continued from page 1
§ Alchemy Initiative’s Downtown Pittsfield Farmer’s Market

§ Community Health Programs

§ Berkshire Baby Box

§ Congregation Beth Israel – Take and Eat Program

§ Berkshire Center for Justice, Inc.

§ Construct, Inc.

§ Berkshire Community Diaper Project

§ Gladys Allen Brigham Community Center/Girls Inc.
of the Berkshires

§ Berkshire Grown

Knesset Israel
16 Colt Road
Pittsfield
ONGOING MINYANS
Sunday
8:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday
7 p.m.
Friday
5:45 p.m.
Saturday
9:30 a.m. and evenings
approximately 30 minutes before sunset

§ The Guthrie Center

§ Berkshire Hills Regional School District Project Connection

§ Literacy Volunteers

§ Berkshire Immigrant Center

CANDLE-LIGHTING

§ Railroad Street Youth Project

§ Berkshire South Regional Community Center

Friday, December 6.............4:02 p.m.

§ Boys & Girls Club of the Berkshires
The Jewish Women’s
Foundation is dedicated
to meeting unmet needs
through the Jewish concept
of “tikkun olam” (acts of
kindnesses performed to
perfect or repair the world).
Members pledge a minimum
of $500 to the foundation
each year, and are eligible to
serve on the grant committee
that evaluates the proposals

Friday, December 13...........4:02 p.m.

and determines the sociallyresponsible programs to
be funded.
Besides the funds
awarded through its
grant-application process,
the Jewish Women’s
Foundation funded several
other community programs
in 2019, including the
Jewish Transportation
Network, the BMC Care

Navigation Program,
Jewish Camp Scholarships,
Berkshire Fuel Assistance
Programs, and the local PJ
Library program, among
others. Since its inception in 2009, the Jewish
Women’s Foundation has
awarded grants, totaling
more than $340,000. The
Foundation operates under
the auspices of the Jewish

Affiliate with a Congregation.

You, the congregation, and the Jewish community benefit when you do.

Federation of the Berkshires.
For more information please
contact: Lisa SchindlerFrankel, elisas@me.com,
marketing chair, or visit:
www.jewishberkshires.org/
jewish-womens-foundation.

• YOU GET the Jewish enrichment and spiritual
nourishment you are seeking.
• YOU GET the rabbinical support you need in
times of joy and sorrow.
• YOU RECONNECT with your community and
your Jewish roots.

The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
encourages you to affiliate.

• YOU CAN PARTICIPATE in a variety of services,

Friday, December 20...........4:04 p.m.
[See calendar at knessetisrael.org
for Chanukah lighting times,
beginning Sunday, December 22]
Friday, December 27...........4:08 p.m.
(light Chanukah candles first)

classes, and programs that keep Judaism alive
and flourishing in Berkshire County.
• THE CONGREGATION IS THE INSTITUTION that
has sustained the Jewish people for two
millenia throughout the world. Orthodox,
Conservative, Reconstructionist, or Reform, the
Jewish community wins when you join the
congregation of your choice.

Enjoy KoshEr & MEvushal WinEs
Special Selections include...

notte italiano Prosecco, Italy
Gran sarao Cava Brut, Spain
Gabriele Pinot Grigio, Italy
Guillermo de Mendoza Malbec, Argentina
Barkan Classic Merlot,
Cabernet & Pinot noir, Israel

Tishbi sauvignon Blanc
& reserve Cabernet, Israel
Golan Cabernet sauvignon, Galilee
o’Dwyers Creek sauvignon Blanc, New Zealand
recanati Chardonnay & Cabernet, Galilee

spirited-wines.com

Jim Nejaime, Wine Merchant

444 Pittsfield Road, Lenox, MA 01240
413.448.2274

Kislev/Tevet 5780
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Your Federation Presents
The Process of Aging, with Maggie Bittman
“A Different Concept of
Monday, December 30
experiencing aloneness; and
God,” with Professor Michel andOnMonday,
January 13
engaging free will.
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Bittman will highlight how
Paul Richard
Federation of the Berkshires
this is a lifelong process, and
On Thursday, December
12 at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
welcomes Michel Paul Richard,
Professor Emeritus, SUNY
Geneseo, who will share ideas
he developed over 30 years of
teaching about religion in a
talk titled “A Different Concept
of God.” This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road,
in Pittsfield, is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Professor Richard’s interest
in the sociology of religion
dates back to his undergraduate days at the University of
Chicago, when students in the
“common core” were required
to read Emile Durkheim’s
Elementary Forms of the
Religious Life and Max Weber’s
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit
of Capitalism.
His first publication in
the area of religious studies
was entitled The Medium
and Her Message: a Study
of Spiritualism at Lily Dale,
New York (Review of Religious
Research, 1980). In recent
years, Richard has lectured on
various classics in the field,
including Freud’s Totem and
Taboo, Jung’s Answer to Job,
Phillip’s Eve: the History of
an Idea, and Ruth Cranston’s
Miracle at Lourdes. (Professor
Richard shares that he worked
as a volunteer one summer at
this famous Catholic shrine in
South France.)
“It is apparent that many
people today are completely
turned off by the idea of
God as a Supreme Being in
Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam,” says Professor Richard.
“At the same time, they
are uncomfortable with the
labels ‘agnostic’ or ‘atheist’.”
Richard says that this

Professor Michel Paul Richard
lecture is designed for them,
because he has a radically
different definition of ‘God.’
“The first requirement is that
any concept of God must be
compatible with what science
tells us about the origins of
the universe. Secondly, it
should be compatible with
personal experience. A good
place to start is with William
James’ Varieties of Religious
Experience, written over 100
years ago.”
He adds: “What happens
when we apply this definition of God to the concept of
Heaven and Hell, the problem
of evil, and the efficacy of
prayer? Why is Baruch
Spinoza’s pantheism (God is
everything) unacceptable? The
answers may surprise you:
come and find out!”

presents “Intergenerational:
The Process of Aging” with therapist Maggie Bittman. This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road, in Pittsfield, is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
This program will provide
an opportunity to be part of a
group dialogue, created and
facilitated by Bittman, who
will explain her outlook and
approach, emphasizing that
aging begins at birth. She
will discuss how all of us are
confronted with four existential truths as we age – the
search to find meaning and
purpose; facing mortality;

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, December 30 and Monday, January 13
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 21).

Therapist Maggie Bittman

The Sunday Strummers Ukulele Ensemble!
On Monday, January 6
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
welcomes The Sunday
Strummers Ukulele Ensemble,
a group of avid ukulele players
who have been strumming,
singing, and performing
together for several years. They
will come together to fill the
air with tunes from the 1930s
to present day. Join strummers Andrew Krouss, Peggy
Richard, Jackie Shepardson
and Sherry Steiner.
This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, December 12 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 21).

Film – 93Queen, a Documentary
about the First All-Female Volunteer
Ambulance Corps in New York City
On Thursday, December 26 at 10:45 a.m.,
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires will
screen the film 93Queen. Set in the Hasidic
enclave of Borough Park, Brooklyn, the film
follows a group of tenacious Hasidic women
who are resisting the patriarchy in their
community by creating the first all-female
volunteer ambulance corps in New York City.
With unprecedented – and insider – access,
93Queen offers up a unique portrayal of bold
women who take matters into their own hands
to change their own community from within.
This free program at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt
Road, in Pittsfield, is part of the Federation’s
Connecting With Community series.
We will begin the film at 10:45 a.m., break
at 11:45 for lunch, and view the end of the film
at 12:30 p.m. after lunch.

(866) 474-2774
www.sharsheret.org

the ways people return to
these existential truths at each
stage of life with the added
wisdom that comes with aging.
Within this context, participants will discuss, share and
offer support, as they explore
these existential truths.

Linking Young
Jewish Women in
Their Fight Against
Breast Cancer

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, January 6 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 21).
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Chanukah Fun at Hevreh
GREAT BARRINGTON
– As always, Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire
celebrates the
Chanukah season
with fun events for
the whole family.

“Talmud of the Heart: Tales of Suffering, Longing and Healing,”
with Rabba Kaya Stern-Kaufman

Yachad Chanukah
On Sunday,
December 8 at
10 a.m., get ready
for the 6th Annual
Yachad Chanukah
celebration, including
a community holiday
gift wrapping project,
hands-on fun for
families, adult
learning, and, of
course, a Chanukah
singalong, sufganiyot,
and latkes!
Yachad
This year, Hevreh
partners with Volunteers
in Medicine (VIM) for the
holiday gifts project and
asks that each young person
attending bring a gift to
donate – for example, new
soccer balls, bike lights,
phone cards, new books,
gloves, and socks.
For more information
about this free event and
Hevreh’s Religious School,
contact Rabbi Jodie Gordon at
jgordon@hevreh.org.

First Night of Chanukah
Potluck Dinner Celebration
On Sunday, December
22, at 5 p.m., Hevreh hosts a
potluck dinner celebration.

New Adult Education Series at
Knesset Israel

Chanukah at Hevreh

This year, Rabbi Hirsch
and Rabbi Gordon invite you
to join them in the lighting
of the first candle at Hevreh.
This special gathering will
include a potluck dinner with
latkes provided by Hevreh, a
Chanukah kumtzitz sing-along and general merriment!
Remember to bring your family’s special hanukkiah to light.
A craft project for children
of all ages will be included in
the festivities.
Please RSVP at Hevreh.org.

PITTSFIELD – Starting on
Monday, December 2, the
adult education series at
Knesset Israel welcomes back
a most memorable educator to
our area, Rabba Kaya SternKaufman, for a five-part series,
“Talmud of the Heart: Tales
of Suffering, Longing and
Healing.”
She will explore a variety
of Talmudic texts that delve
into the complex emotional
relationship between the
Rabbis and God following the
destruction of the Second
Temple. “Themes of abandonment, anger, and longing
reveal themselves through the
perspectives of the Rabbis,”
writes Rabba Stern-Kaufman,
“but more surprisingly
through the projections of the
Rabbis onto the mind, heart,
and actions of God.”
She adds: “The name of
the Jewish people, Israel,
is often defined as ‘one who
wrestles with God.’ The text
study will take attendees
right into the heart of the
wrestling, exploring the shared
sense of loss between God
and the people, as well as
the longing for reconnection.
These deep and beautiful texts
explore the timeless theme of
unexplained suffering, while
offering unexpected insights

into the nature of healing from
trauma. Forging a new and
lasting relationship between
two wounded parties requires
tremendous creativity and
desire. These ancient narrative
texts embedded within
halakhic discussions offer
deep insight into the human
experience of suffering and the
potential for healing.”
Rabba Kaya SternKaufman recently served
as interim rabbi for several
synagogues in New England.
She is the founder of Rimon:
Resource Center for Jewish
Spirituality, serving as executive director and spiritual
leader from 2012–2016 in
Berkshire County. In 2015,
she was recognized by The
Forward as one of “America’s
Most Inspiring Rabbis.”
As a Jewish educator, she
offers innovative programs
in synagogues and retreat
centers throughout the US
and UK on reclaiming ancient
Jewish wisdom for contemporary and practical application.
She is dedicated to interfaith work and is a creative
designer of interfaith experiences and events.
Ordained by the Academy
for Jewish Religion, she also
holds a master’s degree in
social work from New York

University. Her experiences as
a psychotherapist and professional feng shui consultant
inform her work in building
and revitalizing sacred
communities. She is a Fellow
of CLAL’s Rabbis Without
Borders and is an alum
of the Institute for Jewish
Spirituality.
The five-session series is
scheduled at 7 p.m. on the
Monday evenings of December
2, 9, and 16, and January 6
and 13. Classes will be held at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road,
Pittsfield. Class tuition will be
$10 for each session payable
at the door. Please call Myrna
Hammerling, KI’s director
of adult education, at (413)
445-4872, ext. 16 to RSVP.
Light refreshments will be
served after the class.

Donate
•
Volunteer
•
Make a Difference
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The Yiddish Book Center’s 2020
Great Jewish Books Book Club
AMHERST – The Yiddish Book Center
has opened registration for its 2020
Great Jewish Books Book Club,
which offers readers around the world
a unique opportunity to read and
discuss great works of modern Jewish
literature together in real time. Now in
its fourth year, the Book Club delivers
four books over the course of a year—
works selected from the vast trove of
modern Jewish literature. (All selections are in English.)
Book Club members read selections
together. The idea is to have people
across the country, and around the
world, reading the same book at more
or less the same time—and meeting up
to talk about it, whether online or in
person.
According to Josh Lambert, the
Yiddish Book Center’s academic

director, “Some of the books may be
difficult, avant-garde, modernist works,
and some may be easier, more familiar.
We’re always going to pick books that
make us ask complex questions about
Jewish identity, history, and experience. Something thought-provoking,
something that will stick with you.
Each one, we hope, is a book that’s
worth having on your shelf, that’s part
of being well-read in Jewish literature.”
The deadline to register for the
2020 Great Jewish Books Book Club is
December 20. The cost for the one-year
membership is $78 (includes four books
and shipping within the US). For more
information and to register online, visit
register.yiddishbookcenter.org.
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Chanukah Candle-Dipping Workshop for
Families

NORTH ADAMS – On Sunday,
December 8 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m., Congregation
Beth Israel hosts a candledipping workshop.
With inspiration from
the book The Candlewick by
Jennifer Rosner and PJ Library
Goes to School, families will
learn how to hand-dip beautiful and fragrant Chanukah
candles made from locallysourced, Earth-friendly
beeswax. Participants will go
home with their own colorful,
hand-made candles to light
during Chanukah. This is a
free, family-centered workshop
with activities for all ages,
with major funding from the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation.
As supplies are limited, please
RSVP as soon as possible to
Rabbi Jarah Greenfield at
rabbiJgreenfield@gmail.com.
Congregation Beth
Israel is at 53 Lois Street
in North Adams.

Chabad Celebrates Chanukah with Lights,
Songs, and Bubbles
PITTSFIELD – On Tuesday,
December 24 at 4 p.m.,
Chabad of the Berkshires
brings its annual Chanukah
extravaganza to the Holiday
Inn in Pittsfield, with entertainment for the entire family.
At 4 p.m., Bubblemania
kicks off the festivities,
featuring Casey Carle, one of
the greatest “bubble artists”
on the professional circuit
today. During his shows, he
creates a plethora of dazzling
bubbles in various shapes
and sizes, even trapping an
audience member inside a
gigantic soap bubble.
At 5 p.m., Israeli singing
sensation Yoel Sharabi takes
the stage. Sharabi is a master
of Modern Israeli, Classic
Yemenite, and popular Hasidic
melodies, and delivers his
songs in a variety of languages
and styles. He is most widely

known for his simultaneous
playing of two flutes in perfect
harmony, which has been
called “magical.”
Community leaders will
attend the ceremony and
assist in kindling the giant
“Menorah of Freedom.”
The free program, sponsored by Chabad of the
Berkshires, the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires,
Haddad Dealerships of
the Berkshires, the Harold
Grinspoon Foundation, and
The Wassermann-Streit
Y’DIYAH Memorial Fund, is
open to the public. Expect
hot potato latkes, donuts,
chocolate Chanukah gelt, a
grand raffle, and dreidels,
dreidels, dreidels.
A buffet dinner of Chinese
food will also be available.
Cost is $25 for adults and
$10 for children 4-12.

Yoel Sharabi

PLEASE NOTE – Reservations
for kosher Chinese food must
be received by December 22.
Please call (413) 499-9899
for more information.

Poetry Workshop with
Professor Barbara Janoff
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Sunday, December 8 from 2 to
4 p.m., Congregation Ahavath
Sholom presents a poetry
workshop with Professor
Barbara Janoff.
“Writing poems is a process
that begins by paying attention to our surroundings and
the musings of our minds,”
she says. “This generative
workshop will offer writing
exercises designed to stimulate our imaginations and
a variety of poems meant to
inspire revisions.” Cost is $15
and no formal writing experience is necessary.

Barbara Janoff, Ph.D. is
an associate professor at the
Fashion Institute of Technology,
State University of New York
in Manhattan, where she
teaches writing and literature.
Her poetry and essays have
appeared in a number of journals, including Communication
Arts, Women’s Work: The
Journal of the Columbia College
Women’s Center, and The
Berkshire Review.
Congregation Ahavath
Sholom is at 15 North Street
in Great Barrington. For more
information, please call
(413) 528-4197.

Chabad Launches CTeen of
the Berkshires, a Program to
Connect Local Jewish Teens
with Their Peers
PITTSFIELD – Chabad of the
Berkshires is gearing up to
launch CTeen, a worldwide
club aimed at engaging Jewish
teenagers to connect and
befriend other Jewish kids
in a fun and social setting.
“The initiative promises to be
exciting, uplifting, inspiring,
and most importantly FUN for
Jewish teens,” says Chabad’s
co-director, Sara Volovik, who
is also the director of CTeen of
the Berkshires.
“I am very excited about the
opening,” say local teen Jacob,
who is 16 years old. “Being the
only Jewish kid at my school,
I’m really looking forward to
getting to know other Jewish
teens in my area.”
To date, there are over 500
CTeen chapters in 20 countries across six continents
“Teenagers have insurmountable energy and at
CTeen, we believe in the power

of youth,” says Sara. “What
we offer is a means of channeling that power in a positive
and uplifting way. Once such
program is the Havdallah ceremony at Times Square in New
York City, where 3,000 teenagers from across the globe
come together to sing and
dance with famous international singers.”
CTeen of the Berkshires
will offer a number of
programs with the goal of
providing adolescents with
fun and educational programs
where participants learn about
traditional Jewish culture and
lifestyle, and also contribute
part of each event to community service.
For more information about
CTeen please contact Sara
Volovik at (413) 499-9899
or email Jewishberkshires@
gmail.com.

As my parents planted for me before I was born, so do I plant for those who come after me. – Talmud
Thank you to these individuals who through their gift to the Legacy Circle will ensure that
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires thrives long into the future. May your name be a
Blessing, and may the example you set inspire others to create their own Jewish Legacy.

Anonymous (10)
Ed Abrahams
Norman Avnet*
Barbara Bashevkin
Robert Bashevkin
Linda J. L. Becker
Robert Berend
Shelley Berend
Helene Berke
Lawrence Berke

Lee & Sydelle Blatt
Betty Braun*
Cipora Brown
Barbara Cohen
Mark Cohen*
Mimi Cohen
C. Jeffrey & Judith Cook
Gerry & Lynn Denmark
Jonathan & Lara Denmark
Sheila K. Donath
Melva Eidelberg
Monroe England, in memory of
Monroe B. & Isabel England
Dr. Armand V. Feigenbaum*
Dr. Donald S. Feigenbaum*
Steven Feiner
Diana & Stanley Feld
Stuart M. Fischman, Esq.
Lynn & William Foggle

Elaine Friedman
Eiran Gazit
Jeffrey Goldwasser &
Jonquil Wolfson
Jordan & Laura Green
Harold Grinspoon
Ellen Heffan
Ed Jaffe*
Philip* & Rhoda Kaminstein
Elihu Katzman
Marilyn Katzman
Dara Kaufman
Howard & Nancy* Kaufman
Lawrence Klein
Sarah Klein
Arthur Kriger*
Fred & Brenda Landes
Beth Laster-Nathan
Andrew S. Levine*

Toby H. Levine
Erna Lindner-Gilbert*
Amy Lindner-Lesser
Helen Maislen*
Ellen Masters
Stuart Masters
Estelle Miller
Robert Newman*
Wendy Robbins
Ken & Fran Rubenstein
Stella Schecter*
Arlene D. Schiff
Gary Schiff
Stephen & Deborah Schreier
Martin Silver
Sylvia Silverberg, in memory of
Jerome Silverberg
Richard A. Simons & Marcie
Greenfield Simons

Mark & Elisa Snowise
Harold Sparr*
Lisa Fletcher-Udel
Edward Udel
Michael & Joan Ury
Mark & Judy Usow
Henry* & Beate* Voremberg
Alexandra Warshaw
Florence Wineberg*
Rabbi Deborah Zecher &
Rabbi Dennis Ross
*Of blessed memory
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Mah Jongg Cards to Benefit
Hadassah

Continuing at KI – “Introduction to
Judaism”

Mah Jongg
players can order
2020 Mah Jongg
cards through
Berkshire Hills
Hadassah, which
receives part of
the proceeds for
each order placed
through them. The
cards will be sent to
purchasers directly
from the National
Mah Jongg League
and cost no more
than if purchased
elsewhere. Standard
cards are $8.00
each and large print
cards are $9.00 each.
Deadline for purchase
is January 10, 2020.
Please contact Helen
Radin at (413) 443-1349 or hradin1@gmail.com for more information on ordering
cards for yourself and your friends. Checks should be made payable to “Berkshire
Hills Hadassah” and sent to Helen Radin, 53 Zeff Drive, Pittsfield, MA 01201.
(Please note this is a new address).

PITTSFIELD – Knesset Israel continues
its “Introduction to Judaism” course on
Sunday mornings through the winter
months from 10-11:30 a.m.
Each class features a particular
theme, including Jewish identity,
sacred books, Jewish time, Jews in
America, ethics and values, lifecycle
and Jewish history. This accessible
class is designed for individuals
considering conversion, interfaith
couples looking for understanding and
inquisitive people who have not participated in Jewish education for a while.
Taught by professional Jewish
educators and qualified lay leaders
of Knesset Israel, classes will incorporate dynamic activities to pique
participants’ interest and maximize
their learning. Nearly every class also
includes the study of at least one text
– perhaps from the prayer book, the

Torah, or books like the Mishna and
Talmud – that is indispensable for
understanding Judaism in a sophisticated way. Five history classes
incorporate screening and discussion
of Simon Schama’s documentary, The
Story of the Jews.

Upcoming Classes
December 8 – Early Rabbinic
Judaism
December 15 – Shabbat – A Palace
in Time
January 5 – Jewish Values, Part 1
January 12 – The Story of the Jews,
Part II
Email office@knessetisrael.org to
register for one or more classes, or for
information about attending the entire
series. Individual courses are $10.
Classes will be held at Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield.

Ch-ch-ch-changes: Strategies to
Help With Transitions
Parenting talk led by Ellen Marcus

NEWS

Jewish Astronaut Jessica Meir
Posts Photos of Israel Taken
from Space

JESSICA MEIR IS SEEN IN HER OFFICIAL NASA PORTRAIT.
(NASA/ROBERT MARKOWITZ, VIA JTA)

By Marcy Oster / JTA

GREAT BARRINGTON – On Thursday, December 5 from
5:30-6:30 p.m., Hevreh of Southern Berkshire hosts a
parenting workshop led by Ellen Marcus based on her
more than 20 years of classroom teaching experience
and parenting. This free workshop is titled “Ch-ch-chchanges: Strategies to Help
With Transitions.”
When interacting with
children, we find ourselves
facing transitions throughout
the day, whether it be leaving
the house to go elsewhere,
Ellen Marcus
leaving elsewhere to return home, moving from playtime to mealtime, or simply changing the play activity
at hand. Ellen will share her wisdom about moving from one activity to another.
Light refreshments will be served and babysitting provided. This event is part
of the Early Childhood Center program at Hevreh.

Jewish V  ice
Berkshire

A publication of the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires, serving the Berkshires and surrounding NY, CT and VT

Jewish astronaut Jessica
Meir posted photos of Israel
that she took from space.
“My father’s globe spanning journey as a surgeon from
the Middle East, to Europe,
and eventually to the U.S. was
an inspiration to many in my
immediate and extended family.
#TheJourney,” Meir tweeted in
November.
In late September, Meir
joined the crew of the
International Space Station,
and participated in the first
all-female spacewalk.
Meir’s late father was
born in Iraq but immigrated
with his family to pre-state
Israel as a young child, later
fighting in the country’s War
of Independence in 1948. He
went on to become a doctor and
take a job in Sweden, where he
met Meir’s mother. The couple
moved to Maine when Meir’s
father was offered a job there.
Israeli President Reuven Rivlin responded in a tweet.
“Dear Jessica, thank you for taking us with you on your space voyage. We are
proud of you and send warm regards from Israel.”
Meir brought an Israeli flag to the space station as one of her allowed
personal items.

Thank you to our supporters!
The Berkshire Jewish Voice extends a very special “thank you” for the
generosity extended thus far by 165 households as of 11/4/19 who have
sent in their contributions for voluntary subscriptions to the paper.
Bob and Elaine Baum
C. Jeffrey and Judith Cook
Chris Fader and Michele Bauer
Stuart and Myrna Rodkin
Lawrence Strauss and Francine Weinberg

SEED WHAT YOU READ! BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TODAY!
Yes, I support the Berkshire Jewish Voice! Please accept my voluntary
tax-deductible subscription contribution.
_____ $360 Mensch & Honorary Publisher
(Supports color printing in one edition of the Voice)
_____ $180 Sponsor
Mail check payable to:
_____ $72 Patron
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
_____ $36 Friend
196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201
_____ $18 Supporter
(Please add Berkshire Jewish Voice in the memo)
Name to be listed: _____________________________________________
p I wish to remain anonymous
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SALE EFFECTIVE DEC. 2, 2019 JAN. 13, 2020
USE YOUR
TO SAVE
ON ITEMS
IN THE AD.

CHANUKAH BEGINS SUNSET DECEMBER 22, 2019
IN OUR DAIRY AISLE

IN OUR PRODUCE DEPT.

Dairy Prices Valid
12/2/19-1/1/20

Great for Applesauce!

GOLD'S
HORSERADISH

ROYAL GALA
APPLES

1

49

1
6 oz

lb

99

2

99

TEMPTEE
CREAM
CHEESE

IN OUR SEAFOOD DEPT.

8 oz

VITA
WILD NOVA
SALMON

3 oz, Previously Frozen

4

49

GOLDEN
PANCAKES

ACME HERRING
IN WINE

2

or Herring in
Cream or with Dill, 12 oz

7 4

99

IN OUR BAKERY DEPT.

IN OUR FLORAL DEPT.

12

ZOMICK’S
MEDIUM
CHALLAH

A soft, charming,
and stylish floral
bouquet which
exudes warmth
and light in
celebration of the
holiday season.

12 oz

5

IN OUR GROCERY DEPT.

ELITE
CHOCOLATE
COINS
.53 oz,
All Varieties

3FOR 1
$

2

99lb

IN OUR DELI DEPT.

$
FOR

99

EMPIRE
FROZEN
TURKEY

IN OUR FROZEN AISLE
10.5 oz,
Select Varieties

HANUKKAH
CELEBRATION
BOUQUET

IN OUR MEAT DEPT.

99

12 oz, Choose from
Apricot, Chocolate,
Raspberry or Cinnamon

MANISCHEWITZ
POTATO
PANCAKE MIX
6 oz, All Varieties

2FOR 3
$

LILLY’S
RUGELACH

ZOMICK’S
JELLY
DONUTS

4

99

16 to 19 oz

GUNTER
HONEY
BEAR
12 oz

2

$
FOR

5

STREIT’S
CHANUKAH
CANDLES
44 Count

99

¢

3

55

LILLY’S
SUPREME BABKA
16 oz, Chocolate
or Cinnamon

SALE EFFECTIVE IN OUR GREAT BARRINGTON BIG Y,
700 MAIN ST., RTE. 7 & LEE BIG Y, 10 PLEASANT ST. bigy.com

5

99
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Middle East Update 2019 Informative and Well-Attended
On November 10, Federation’s annual Middle East Update was attended by nearly 200 people, who filled the
Elayne P. Bernstein Theatre at Shakespeare & Company in Lenox to hear American Enterprise Institute resident
scholar Dr. Kenneth M. Pollack’s thoughts about the current situation in the region. In his wide-ranging analysis,
Dr. Pollack covered how the Middle East has been affected by United States policy during the Trump presidency,
and how those policies have affected Israel, Persian Gulf states, and America’s allies and adversaries with interests in one of the most volatile regions in the world. Dr. Pollack also answered audience questions about the
situation of the Kurds in Syria, Israel’s recent elections, and the upcoming election in the US.

Photos by Stuart Masters
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One Story – O ne Life

Your Federation Dollars at Work
Each year, the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires directs some of your campaign dollars to support worthy organizations providing
essential social services in Israel. One such organization is Emunah’s Neve Michael Children’s Village in Pardes Hanna, a haven of last
resort for some of Israel’s most at-risk children. For this issue’s One Story, we reprint Deborah Fineblum’s October JNS article that
provides an in-depth look at Neve Michael and how it transforms the lives of children sent there.

Neve Michael children’s home ‘healing the souls’ of Israeli kids for 76 years
By Deborah Fineblum / JNS

It’s been four decades since 10-year-old Shlomoh,
along with his brother and two sisters, were sent
to Neve Michael Children’s Village following the
murder of their mother. “I was completely broken,”
says Shlomoh, speaking from his office in Skokie, IL.
“But, through unconditional love and, when needed,
tough love, over the next two years, they healed
my soul.”

columnist, currently serves as Hadassah’s national
chair of Youth Aliyah.]
Neve Michael was founded in 1943 on seven
acres in Pardes Hanna, then a town of orange
groves and camels in Israel’s Haifa District. Like
other such youth villages, the goal is “to break
the cycle,” says director David Fridman. “Our
vision is for youngsters who’ve been dealt such a
difficult hand in life to be able to heal from the
abuse they’ve suffered. Only when they do can
they have a chance to grow into happy, healthy
contributing members of Israeli society.”

Neve Michael is home to 150 youngsters born
into a variety of tough circumstances, priming them
for lives of drug addiction, poverty, and crime. In
addition, some 30 more can be found in two crisis
centers, while 85 other at-risk children attend an
Much of this healing takes place in the 12 “famafter-school program that feeds them, helps with
ily homes,” where house parents live with their own
their homework and, equally important,
keeps them out of their (often dysfunctional)
“The staff tells them, ‘We won’t give in
homes until bedtime.
Israel is home to more than 30 youth
villages designed to rescue kids at risk.
Whereas many of the other villages have
an educational focus, Neve Michael is
primarily rehabilitative and therapeutic,
giving some of Israel’s most troubled youngsters,
starting at age 5, a stable home complete with
on-staff psychiatrists, psychologists, and social
workers. Also on campus: therapy for 80 families, whom the Welfare Department insists come
for counseling. And it’s the only youth village in
Israel to house two 24/7 crisis centers for children and teens in need of immediate rescue.

‘A safe, stable, nurturing environment’
Teens who volunteer – typically four weeks in the
summer – tend to receive as much as they give, says
Rachel Bargad, Neve Michael’s director of international programs. “Coming from privileged homes,
they’ve never been exposed to the hardships these
kids have lived through,” she says. “Even with such
differences, they form bonds that last for years.”
Funding this full-service village – each child living
at Neve Michael costs 8,000 to 12,000 shekels
(averaging $2,800) a month – involves a complex
formula, including income from the government
that pays about 75 percent of the kids’ basic needs,
as well as donations from individuals and organizations.

to
you, but we’ll never give up on you,’ and
eventually, the kids see the world isn’t the
hurtful place they thought it was.”

“Because of who we are and what we offer here,
the courts and welfare system know we are often
the haven of last resort, so they send us the most
troubled children,” says programs and projects director Hava Levene, who has been with Neve Michael
for 30 years.

PHOTO BY CHANAN NACHMANI VIA JNS.

“Too many have been abused in unimaginable
ways,” she says. “People don’t like to think these
things happen in Israel, but when they do, we are

children and a dozen others. Those with learning
challenges attend the special-education school on
campus, whereas others are bused to local ones.
The youth village is part of Emunah, an organization devoted to helping Israel’s most vulnerable
children and families, which oversees Neve Michael,
in addition to four other youth villages and four
high schools.
Most of the children tend to stay many years,
often until age 18, when more than 90 percent join
the Army, says Levene. Others are ultimately sent
to live with relatives that court judges deem able to
care for them.
“Neve Michael takes children with so many problems
of all kinds and gives them a wonderful home with
emotional and educational support,” says child-development psychologist Jackie Weinberg, retired director
of school psychological
services for the nearby city
of Hadera. “It’s almost
impossible, but they do it –
so much so that after they
leave, they visit again and
again because this is their
real home.”
Another integral part
of the program are the
young adults who live
on campus for weeks or
months at a time, helping
provide the love and support these children crave.

“I live with them, help
them
with their homeOne of the house mothers and a child at the Neve Michael children’s home
work,
and I’m their friend,”
in Israel.
says Leora Bar-Chaim,
here. Treating these kids so they can have the life
a Florida native who arrived at Neve Michael as a
they deserve is a 24-hour job that demands all our
summer volunteer at age 16. Three years later, she’s
staff’s patience, skill and love.”
made aliyah and returned to Neve Michael for a year
of Sherut Leumi, Israel’s national service program.
‘Break the cycle’
“When you form a connection, they start to trust
Israel’s youth village movement dates back to
the pre-state 1930s when Henrietta Szold (the
founder of Hadassah) and fellow activist Recha Freier pioneered “youth aliyah” for youngsters on the
run from the Nazis. [Editor’s Note: Carol Goodman
Kaufman, the BJV’s ‘Traveling With Jewish Taste’

you. When you see that smile on their face, there’s
nothing like it,” says Bar-Chaim, who is planning to
study family law to serve this population. “It’s also
amazing to see how the house parents with their
own kids have enough love and patience for these
other kids who’ve never gotten it before.”

“The only way to make miracles happen for these kids who’ve lost all hope
is through multi-level programs in a safe,
stable, nurturing environment,” says World
Emunah director Shlomo Kessel, a Cape
Town native who worked at Neve Michael
for years before stepping into his current
role. “The staff tells them, ‘We won’t give in to
you, but we’ll never give up on you,’ and eventually,
the kids see the world isn’t the hurtful place they
thought it was.”

One secret to Neve Michael’s success, insiders say,
is its strong Jewish values – from its kosher cafeteria
to its on-site synagogue, where the youngsters pray
and learn with the community.
Boys wear kipot and girls wear skirts, and there’s
a “no cell phones” policy for Shabbat. Holidays
typically find the kids with their families (when
possible) or with volunteers’ families. In addition,
each spring the village throws a group bar and bat
mitzvah celebration.
“It’s a holy place, where real change happens and
where we work with the kids to become mensches,”
says Yechiam Cherlow, director of education and
residential services. “They may arrive scared and
missing home, even with all of its difficulties but,
given time, we watch them grow into family.”
'Growing tomorrow’s Israel, one child at
a time'
One long-term study in Israel reflected on the
success of the nation’s youth villages in changing
young lives for the better. Tracking hundreds of
village residents from 1973 through the late 1980s,
researchers concluded that “those who had continued in residential group homes were functioning
better than those who had gone home or who had
moved into foster family care.”
They are functioning like Shlomoh, who now donates to and speaks publicly about the village, as well
as sends his daughter to volunteer there. He says.
“Of my siblings, one is a nurse, another is a
carpenter, another a secretary, and I happen to be a
businessman. We’re all productive members of society, and I have to credit much of it to our years at
Neve Michael. Healing broken souls like ours; that’s
a big job, it takes a lot of hard work and dedication.
And that’s what they do best.”
To learn more about Neve Michael, visit:
nevemichael.com.
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Renia’s Diary: A Holocaust Journal
Review by Roberta Silman / Special to the BJV

although she is at times silly
named Zygmunt. It is actually
thought of revenge,
and frivolous and exasperZygmunt who comes out as
oh, yes revenge is
ating and self-centered, she is
the hero of this book, a boy,
sweet, but it should
also bearing the burden of her
really, who tried to rescue
not be bloody. And I
teenaged years without either
both sisters. In the end, saved
want to live until the
parent, with grandparents
only Ariana, but managed to
moment when I can
who probably tried to give her
bring Renia’s diary to America,
hold my head up high,
comfort but were just too old
where
he
found
Rosa
Spiegel
when I’m an equal,
Sometimes the story of
or too busy trying to survive.
living
in
New
York
City
somefree person in a free,
how a book finds its way into
She has no one to give her
time in the early 1950s.
democratic country! I
the world is as interesting as
advice about the vagaries of
By
then
Rosa
was
living
want to be happy with
the book itself. This is true
the teenaged girls who were
with
a
different
name,
religion,
Zygu, with everyone
of Renia’s Diary, which is the
her friends, and sometimes
and
husband,
and
wanted
who had gone through
diary kept by a Jewish girl
became her enemy; she had no this hell of dishonor,
nothing
to
do
with
a
diary
when she was almost fifteen
one to whom she could pour
written by her Jewish child
slaughter and humiluntil she was eighteen, during
out her feelings about the boys
who
had
been
shot
by
the
iation. I want to be
1939-1942 while she was
she was liking or even loving;
Nazis
in
the
summer
of
1942
happy, I want my
living with her grandparents in
she had no one to tell her
in
Poland.
She
tucked
it
away
dreams to come true,
southeastern Poland. Although
about sex; and she had no one
in
a
drawer,
and
after
she
and you will help
Smithsonian Magazine has
died, her daughter Ariana, now to protect her emotionally from
me with this, God,
anointed this book by calling
the violence, both from the
called
Elizabeth
Bellak,
found
because I believe in
Renia “the new Anne Frank”
Russians and the Nazis, that
the
diary.
Elizabeth,
in
turn,
You, because You
and although the book will
was constantly invading their
put
it
in
a
safe
deposit
box
at
have never let me
undoubtedly receive a lot of
lives in Pryzemysl.
Chase
Bank
where
it
remained
down! [pp. 151-152]
attention because of its very
Although the Spiegels were
for
more
than
40
years.
It
The terrible irony
nature, I think it fair to say
not observant Jews, Renia’s
was
only
when
Elizabeth’s
in
this
book is that
that Renia’s Diary is not as
belief in God seems very
daughter
Alexandra
found
as
Renia
finds her
compelling nor as well-written
strong and grows stronger as
it
around
ten
years
ago
that
own
voice
and becomes surer
as The Diary of Anne Frank,
she matures, almost as if she
this
project
towards
publicain
her
love
for Zygmunt, her
which is, after all, a very high
knows there is no one else
tion began. It is worth noting
world falls apart around her
could not deal with what she
bar. Certainly, the circumwho can help her. She often
that Elizabeth confesses in
and she knows that she must
had to tell them. It is not a
stances in which Renia lived
seems to live on hope, and
the Preface that she still has
retreat to her dreams. Yet
pretty story. So, in the end, I
were very different from the
her belief in the future is one
not
read
all
of
it;
she
says,
“I
always,
there
is
hope,
and
reserve my highest praise for
captivity in which Anne and
of the most poignant things
couldn’t bear to read it. It was
then death.
her niece Alexandra who had
her family found themselves.
about this diary. But what
just too emotional for me.”
This is a very sad book
the courage to face all that
But let me start with how
comes through most searingly
So,
through
the
efforts
of
that
will
surely
take
its
place
had to be faced and help bring
the book came into exisis her longing for her mother,
her niece, Renia Spiegel has
in the Jewish canon. But
Renia’s story to light.
tence almost 80 years after
which is at times excruciating;
been given a second life. And
what interests me as I read,
it was begun. There were
she ends each entry with “You
we have an account written in
and re-read certain passages,
Roberta Silman is the author
two daughters in the Spiegel
will help me, Bulus and God,”
real time of what it was like
is how very sad the story of
of four novels, a short story
family, Renia, born in 1924,
to see a small town engulfed
collection, and two children’s
and Ariana, born in 1930. By
by the Nazis and the disasters
books. Her new novel, Secrets
1939 the parents, Bernard
What
I
am
left
with
is
the
sadness
of
of
war.
As
I
have
indicated,
and Shadows is in its second
and Rosa, were estranged, and
there is no happy ending
printing and is available on
how this teenager was abandoned
Rosa was living in Warsaw
here, but the value of such
Amazon and at Campden
with Ariana, who was already
by
the
very
people
who
should
have
a
journal
as
Renia’s
is
made
Hill Books. It was chosen as
becoming known in films as
clear by Deborah Lipstadt in
one of the best Indie Books of
“the Shirley Temple of Poland.”
protected her most.
her Introduction: “Diaries are
2018 by Kirkus. A recipient
Bernard, whom they called
fundamentally different from
of fellowships from the
Ticio, lived far away on his
(she and Ariana called their
memoirs because they are
this family is, their ambivaGuggenheim Foundation and
family’s estate and seemed
mother Bulus). Here is Renia’s
contemporaneous accounts.
lence towards their Jewish
the National Endowment for
to have little interest in his
reaction to some of the daily
Simply put, the author of the
faith, their inability to nurture
the Arts, she has reviewed
daughters. Renia was deposbrutality she witnessed.
memoir
knows
the
end
of
the
and
ultimately
save
Renia.
for The New York Times and
ited in Przemysl with her
Graphic Design
Yesterday I saw Jews
story. The diarist does not.”
Strangely, they and the people
The Boston Globe, and writes
maternal grandparents, where
www.tgo.com
being beaten. Some monstrous
What comes clear through
who have facilitated the publiregularly for The Arts Fuse
she attended high school,
Ukrainian in a German uniform
the
entries
and
many
poems
cation
of
Renia’s
Diary
seem
website. More about her can
made friends, saw movies,
hit everyone he met. He hit
Renia wrote is that she was
to feel triumph. But what I am
be found at robertasilman.com
worried about clothes
and
the
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Spiritual Resistance

Author Tela Zasloff on Pastor Pierre-Charles Toureille’s WWII heroism and its lessons for today
In 2003, Tela Zasloff published A Rescuer’s Story. Pastor Pierre-Charles Toureille in Vichy France, which tells the story of a
Protestant pastor’s heroic efforts to rescue Jews and other refugees during World War II.
Zasloff, who lives in Williamstown and is a member of Congregation Beth Israel in North Adams, first learned about Pastor
Toureille’s exploits from family members who lived in the Berkshires. She writes: “The pastor’s son, Marc Toureille, who died a few
years ago, was for his whole adult life, a resident of Williamstown, where he and his wife Micheline Toureille raised their family of two
children, Pierre and Elizabeth, and were always active in serving the Williamstown community. Micheline is now living in Williamstown
Commons, Pierre is living in Washington, DC, and Elizabeth in New Hampshire.”
This year, the publishing house PULM released a French language version of Zasloff’s book, Histoire d’un juste. Le Pasteur PierreCharles Toureille dans la France de Vichy. She was invited by her publisher to speak about her work and the resonances that its
historical message has when considering the refugee crises of the present day.
What follows are remarks that Zasloff delivered on November 22 at Université Paul Valéry in Montpellier, France.
I had been thinking about
writing this kind of book
for a long time because of
a strong personal interest
in how people act in times
of national sickness when
they and their fellow countrymen are oppressed by a
draconian enemy, either from
without or within. How much
of our actions to help and
save these oppressed others,
is impelled by altruism, and
how much failure to act is
driven by self-preservation?
Our national records as
rescuers of our fellow citizens
at such times is not impressive, as it was not in France
during the Nazi occupation
of World War II and as it is
not today across the world,
especially in the United States
under our present president.
Watching some of the fine
French post-war films in the
1970s, I kept wondering how
the country with a national
motto similar to ours – Liberté,
égalité, fraternité—could have
cooperated with the Nazis to
such an extent.
These questions came
together when I first met
Marc Toureille and his
wife Micheline in 1994 in
Williamstown, MA, at a 50th
anniversary celebration of
the WWII Victory in Europe. I
recognized their French accent
and spoke about my admiration for the Protestant villages
in southern France that
rescued many people from the
Nazis. Marc interrupted me
with, “My father was one of
these rescuers.” That was the
beginning of our friendship
and eight years of collaboration on the book I wrote on his
father, Pastor Pierre-Charles
Toureille.
Pastor Toureille’s story
helps us understand how
such a man, in terrible times,
becomes a rescuer, how much
extraordinary courage and

will and persistence he had
to gather within himself to
fight against what a collaborationist government in his
own country and a substantial majority of its population
were agreeing to under the
Nazis. Suffering from defeat
and occupation, many French
saw the setting up of Vichy as
a way to protect themselves
from the worst of Nazi oppression so as to continue with
their own daily lives, and as
a platform of “moral rearmament” against the weaknesses,
as they saw them, of their own
democratic government. This
meant cleansing their country
of the invasion, as they saw it,
of thousands of refugees trying
to escape Nazi oppression,
and confining them to internment camps so they wouldn’t
make demands on an already
traumatized and beleaguered
native population. This meant
establishing new laws, like the
Statutes for Jews of 1940 and
1941, that separated these
refugees into categories that
deprived them of rights of ordinary citizens, ostracized them
as sub-human, and made
them ready targets for resentment and blame. This meant
the mistreatment, deportation and killing of these

important official positions
from which he could do his
rescue work, first officially
under Vichy and appointed
by the French Protestant
Church, as chief Protestant
chaplain for all the internment camps in the south
and as the head of several
aid committees in charge of
ameliorating conditions in the
camps. The most important
was his position as vice president, then president of the
Committee of Coordination of
Nîmes, an international group
of multiple religious faiths
that also worked with Vichy
to ameliorate the conditions of
the camps. He was the French
liaison to The World Council
of Churches in Geneva which
was the main source of outside
help to the camp internees. He
also set up a Children’s Home
and aid to Czech refugees.
Toureille’s rescue efforts
turned clandestine as the
Occupation progressed, and
he established a wide-ranging
network of Protestant pastors
and lay people in southern
French villages who cooperated in saving hundreds
of people and in getting
them across the borders
to Switzerland, Spain, and
Portugal. By the end of the

Pastor Toureille’s story helps us
understand how such a man, in
terrible times, becomes a rescuer.
refugees, and eventually also
those native French who were
considered undesirable.
This national attitude,
during the war, was antithetical to everything Pastor
Toureille believed about how
to live and act. Those five
years of the War, when he was
in his 40s, were the high point
of his life. He held several

war, one historian estimated
that Toureille’s responsibilities covered a total of 40,000
people and that he was
personally responsible for
saving hundreds. Toureille
and his wife and five children,
and those who worked with
him in his Chaplaincy, were in
constant danger: He was interrogated seven times by the
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local Vichy authorities and by
the Gestapo, but managed to
hide the evidence of his clandestine network (kept mostly
in his head; he had a prodigious memory) and avoid being
imprisoned.
What kind of man is this?
His religious faith and cultural
history were the prime factors
in shaping him as a rescuer.
As a French Protestant, a
Huguenot, he grew up with
stories about his ancestors’ dealing heroically, for
hundreds of years, with reactionary Catholic regimes that
imprisoned and repressed and
tried to convert them. When
Toureille became ordained as
a pastor in the Evangelical
Reformed Church in 1925 he
described his choice: “From
the instant God said to me:
‘Come!’, I knew that he was
also saying, ‘Go serve!’”
He was highly educated,
an impressive speaker, and an
internationalist, a man of the
world. He obtained a Bachelor
of Theology degree from the
University of Montpellier,
writing his thesis on one of his
lifetime heroes, John Huss,
the 15th century religious
martyr and Slav national
hero who was executed for
speaking against Catholic
Church abuses. His attachment to the Czech Republic
and the Slav peoples lasted
all his life. Near the end of
his life, he commented on
the appeasement betrayal
of Czechoslovakia during
the War: “May God forgive
us for what we did to
Czechoslovakia.” Toureille
learned eight foreign
languages during his work,
in the 1930s, with Protestant
church alliances across
Europe, trying to cope with
fanatical ultra-nationalism,
particularly the rise to power
of Hitler and Mussolini.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was one
of his friends and colleagues
in that work. His resistance to
Nazism and his rescue actions
are often described as part of
“the spiritual resistance” in
France.
The impression he made
on others was powerful — his
daughter-in-law, Micheline
Toureille, describes him as
intimidating and severe, with
a commanding deep voice. He
was obstinate, quick to anger
and frustration, particularly in
his not-always-genial dealings
with the French Protestant
Church, the Vichy authorities
and his Swiss counterparts
in aid to the refugees. But he
gave hope to those he saved
and was tender and inspirational in dealing with them, as
shown especially in the narratives he wrote about them
during and after the War.

The moral dilemmas he and
others faced as rescuers must
have been constantly on his
mind: In choosing to spend
their energies trying to ameliorate the conditions in the
camps and collaborating with
the Vichy authorities, were
they normalizing and perpetuating the camps instead of
fighting against their very existence? Did they make the right
moral decisions in choosing
which people to rescue, and
so, by default, send others
to their deaths? And two
concerns specifically for a
French Protestant pastor: Was
he endangering the Church
by putting it in the position
of clandestine resistance to
the government? And finally,
the question that had faced
the Huguenots for hundreds
of years: How, in times of
national political disruption, to
choose between being a loyal
Frenchman, following man’s
law, and a loyal Protestant,
following the higher dictates of
God’s law.
Pastor Toureille did provide
one answer to these questions about making choices.
He wrote a tribute after the
war to a friend, R. R. Lambert,
a French Jewish aid director
who perished with his whole
family at Auschwitz. Toureille
could have been referring to
himself because of the bond
he felt with this friend. Both
men had dual loyalties to religious and national identities;
both chose to stay in France
and resist the Vichy and Nazi
programs of genocide although
provided the opportunity to
escape; and both inspired
others with the courage to
take risks for a just cause.
“It is because of men like
Lambert that many Christians,
of whom I am one . . . took
to heart his defense of the
Jewish cause, to the point
of risking their lives and the
lives of their families. Because
human beings everywhere and
always will devote themselves
to causes that certain ones
among us have identified with,
and lived. It is because the
memory of such men remains
so vivid and survives in spite
of time passing, in spite of
everything, yes, in spite of
everything—that some of us
would be ready again to run
the same risks, and others,
too, if necessary, in defense of
the Jews.”
Tela Zasloff is the author of
Saigon Dreaming, Restoring
Vision, Tsiveh Gordin/Sylvia
Berman, and The Horsehead
Nebula. A Memoir. She lives in
Williamstown.
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Book Excerpt: My City of Dreams

Memoirist Lisa Gruenberg explores how trauma travels down through the generations
“I started writing…My City of Dreams in 2004 when my
elderly father, a Viennese Holocaust survivor, began having
flashbacks and nightmares about the past,” writes Lisa
Gruenberg about the genesis of her recently-released memoir. “I
was suffering from severe depression and my dreams had disappeared. I would wake with a start as if someone were speaking
through me. I got up and wrote what had come to me. These first
bits of writing were in the voice of my father’s sister, Mia, who
disappeared in 1941 at the age of fifteen, and whose name my
father did not say out loud until the year before his death.”
Gruenberg is a gynecologist who works in the Boston area,
and is a graduate of Williams College. In My City of Dreams, she
struggles to come to terms not only with the wartime experiences
of her father and his family, but with the effect on her own life
exerted by her father’s repression of the tragic story.
Writes Gruenberg: “We knew that his was a sad story, that
his parents were murdered and that his only sister disappeared
into Germany, and that many of his relatives ‘perished,’ a term
I’d always found inadequate. It was more that my father
always lived very much in the present, and always described
his city and his childhood in the most joyous way.”
By the time Gruenberg started inquiring more deeply
into her family history, her father was unable to reliably
remember the past. After his death, she translated letters
between her father and his sister, as well as other family
documents. She writes: “After my father’s death in 2005, I
traveled to Vienna, Germany and Israel to explore this lost

landscape, and to trace the fates of Mia, their extended family,
friends and neighbors. I wove our stories together, linking them
with photographs, archival documents, family letters, diaries,
my father’s writing, his genealogy research, and the joyful tales
he told me long ago. My City of Dreams is a Holocaust tale, but
it is also very much the modern-day story of the relationship
between one daughter and her father, about how trauma travels
down through the generations, and about how we find meaning
in our lives.”
Lisa Gruenberg will be speaking about her memoir at
Kimball Farms, 235 Walker Street in Lenox on December 17
at 4 p.m. With the author’s permission, the BJV is able to
share an excerpt from My City of Dreams, a scene from “Part
1: Unraveling” in which Gruenberg begins to realize that there
may be more to her father’s life story than she understood. My
City of Dreams, was released by TidePool Press in 2019. You can
purchase it locally at the Williams Book Store and The Bookstore
in Lenox.

Lisa Gruenberg is a physician,
medical educator, and writer based
in Boston. She has taught creative
writing at the Karolinska Institute,
the Asian University for Women,
and Harvard Medical School. Her
essays have been published in
Ploughshares, Vital Signs, Hospital
Drive, The Intima, a Journal of
Narrative Medicine, and upcoming
in The Michigan Quarterly Review.
Her short story, Keiskamma, won
the 2012 Artist Fellowship from the
Massachusetts Cultural Council.

from Part I: Unraveling
Like my father, [my daughter] Heather approached
every question from a novel angle. She read everything:
biology texts, historical novels, and sci-fi. She would
plunge into deep thought and seem inaccessible for
days. I’d see her go under; but I could never predict
where she would surface again. She left for boarding
school at Exeter, the same school [my husband] Martin
had attended, as a self-possessed teenager. When she
came home to visit she seemed unsettled, but I sensed
that I was the last person she wanted to talk to. I felt
like I volleyed conversation over the growing canyon
yawning between us, and that, more often than not, my
words never reached her.
When she was in sixth grade, Heather had discovered my father’s extensive genealogy research, written in the years after he retired from the engineering
faculty at Syracuse University. He’d created almost
a hundred family trees, tracing his family back from
Vienna through Germany to a shtetl near Kolomea, in
what is now Poland. He’d even traced my mother’s family back several centuries from the north of England to
Scotland. There were several pages of Austrian political
history, and then he’d written something about most
everyone, even relatives who died long before the war.
His writing was cheerful and full of exclamation points,
similar in tenor to the stories he had told me when I was
a child, about growing up with his large extended family in wonderful Vienna. His lighthearted stories didn’t
match the carefully rendered trees, so many branches
withered with phrases like “gassed at Auschwitz,”
or “died? Minsk?” His parents had a page each. His
younger brother, Uri, barely had half a page. Their
younger sister, who had disappeared into Germany in
1941 when she was fifteen years old, didn’t even have a
section of her own. A few of his large extended family and friends made it out of Europe, but many more
“perished,” a word that made them seem like fruits and
vegetables forgotten in a drawer of the refrigerator. I’d
only glanced at the cheap plastic binder when my father
hefted a copy into my hands in 1994. I was busy with
work then, and the girls were still small.
But Heather read the book from cover to cover and
used it for a middle school project titled My Champion.
My parents came out to our home in Wayland,
Massachusetts, to watch her presentation. She wore
my father’s Burberry raincoat and his tweed cap. She
narrated his solitary train journey out of Austria in 1939,
at the age of eighteen. When he crossed the border
from Germany to Belgium, he flushed his last pfennigs
down the toilet, after a soldier warned him it was illegal
to leave the Reich with any German currency. With her
cobalt eyes and taffy mane, Heather looked nothing like
my father. At the end of her rendition of my father’s
escape from the Nazis, her teacher’s eyes glittered with
tears. My father looked pleased. Heather got an A.
I didn’t hear my father join us in the kitchen until he
spoke.
“I made a lamp like the one in the movie, as well as
a metal paperweight with an Art Nouveau design.”
I nodded at his faint reflection in the window.
“When the Brown Shirts came to our door they told
us to leave. They took the lamp and the paperweight.”
My mind struggled with my father’s unemotional
voice, the scene he was describing, and getting dinner

ready. I replied with the first thing that popped
into my head. “Were they polite?” I asked. My question
hung in the air for a moment, giving me time to consider its absurdity.
An animal growl emanated from my father. It made
me spin around to face him and I knocked a plate off
the counter and it shattered on the floor. Heather
started up from her work and looked down at the broken plate and then from me to my father.
The serene man we knew was gone. He looked terrified. “Were they polite? Were they polite? They were
not polite.” The quaver that usually held my father’s
voice captive had evaporated. “It was Kristallnacht.”
Heat rushed to my face as he went on, speaking fast
and loud.
“They banged on our door, and when Mutti opened
it they pushed her aside.” It was as if he was in the
middle of a scene that only he could see. “The local
policeman was their leader, a man we saw almost every
day. The rest were members of the fascist youth, wearing dark shirts and carrying clubs.” My father moved
out from behind the counter and stood next to me. He
seemed to tower above me. His speech accelerated further. “They took our keys and pushed us out the door
and we fled.”
“Where did you go?” I shouted back at him even
though we were just inches apart.
He didn’t answer me, but stepped back, then
mumbled and groaned. He spoke a stream of words in
German. I couldn’t understand him, although he said
“Mutti” again. I tried to put my hand on him, but his
arms windmilled. His eyes strained wide. He seemed to
be looking through me to something far beyond. But
just as suddenly, he focused on me and shrank back
into his familiar, stooped form. His voice was quiet but
steady.
“When we returned, the doors were open—the
same with our Jewish neighbors, the Melzers and the
Harbands. Everything was smashed and thrown across
the rooms. What little we had of value had been taken,
including my lamp, the paperweight, and a suitcase
with clothes we were sending on to Uri in Palestine. A
few marks my sister had hidden were also taken.”
He held the counter as he staggered to the kitchen
table. He struggled to drag a chair out and lowered
himself into it. Then he flipped through Heather’s math
book. Heather looked at me. I indicated the text with a
nod of my head. Heather slid her notebook in front of
him.

He studied her solution then leafed through her
textbook.
“How would you solve this one?” he asked, pointing
at one of the challenge questions. He had told me that
Heather e-mailed math problems to him from Exeter,
and they corresponded back and forth, debating various
solutions. I don’t think they talked about any of their
day-to-day activities or exchanged thoughts on anything other than math or physics.
He took a paper napkin, his stationery of choice
when he wanted to explain something to me when I
was Heather’s age. Then he pulled a ballpoint pen out
of his shirt pocket and clicked it three times. It circled
over the page before alighting, and his unsteady numbers slanted down the page.
“Let’s try another approach,” he said. “Yours is good,
I just want to show you a different way to come at it.”
The broken plate crunched under my clogs when
I walked to my father’s side and put my hands on his
shoulder. He reached up and patted me. I felt his familiar tremor.
My mother was reading the front page in the living
room when I left them. Lydia had flipped onto her
stomach and her arm hung down toward the floor.
“Did you hear that?” I asked my mother.
“Hear what?”
“Dad—did you hear him in there?”
“No.” She folded the newspaper in half, then quarters.
“He was talking about Kristallnacht. Was he in
Vienna on Kristallnacht?”
My mother thought for a minute. “What year was
that?” she asked.
“I don’t know, but did he ever talk to you about still
being there?”
“He seems to be talking about the whole thing a lot
now. Maybe it’s that new medication he’s on.” She put
the paper aside.
“He used to sit across from me for hours and not say
a word— forget about actually having a conversation.
Then he went off to that room of his and closed the
door. But now he’s talking again. You can’t get him to
stop.”
“But, Mom, this isn’t Dad running on with one of his
old stories. He was speaking German.”
“Are you sure?”
“Of course I’m sure.”
“What did he say—when he was speaking German?”
“I don’t know. I think it was something about his
mother and his sister. I don’t know enough German to
follow him, and he was talking pretty fast. Does he ever
speak German with you?”
She picked up the paper again and unfolded it.
“Never. Well, not since he tried to teach me when we
were courting. All I know is that he gets started on one
of those old stories and you just can’t turn him off. And
this stuff comes up at the most inappropriate times with
the wrong people. No one needs to hear these things
now. It has nothing to do with them.” My mother
started up on her puzzle again.
“What would be the appropriate time, Mom? Who
are the right people?”
My mother sighed and didn’t look up. “What’s past
is past. You can’t do anything about it.”
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OBITUARIES
Sharon Liptzin, 73, amazing ability to connect
with people
STOCKBRIDGE – Sharon
Liptzin, 73, passed away on
Sunday, October 13.
She grew up in Rochester,
NY and graduated from
Brighton High School with
the Chemistry Prize. She
attended Antioch College and
graduated from the University
of Rochester with a BA in
Psychology and a teacher’s
certificate.
After graduation, Sharon
worked as a research assistant to support her husband
through medical school.
She earned a master’s in
Developmental Psychology
from the University of Virginia.
She then devoted herself to
her family and volunteered in
the schools and community.
Sharon is survived by
her husband, Dr. Benjamin
Liptzin, former Chair of
Psychiatry at Baystate Medical
Center in Springfield, MA;
her children Dr. Shoshanna
Shear (Adam) of Pittsburgh,
PA, Daniel Liptzin (Dr. Jennifer
Betz) of Denver, CO, and Dr.
Deborah Liptzin (Clay Houser)
of Denver, CO; grandchildren
Daniella Shear, Samuel Shear,
Aliza Shear, Zachary Liptzin,
Clara Liptzin, and Eli Houser;
her brothers David Rothstein
(Marcia Osburne) of Lexington,
MA and Steven Rothstein
(Carolyn) of Guelph, ON; and
her nieces and nephews.
She adored children,
especially her children, grandchildren, and nieces and
nephews. She will be missed
terribly by her family and
friends because of her amazing
ability to connect with people.
She delighted in her garden.
She loved the natural beauty
and cultural activities in the
Berkshires and exploring,
hiking and skiing all over the
world. Services will be private.
Memorial gifts can be made
to the charity of choice or to
the Alzheimer’s Association
Connecticut Chapter at
https://www.alz.org/ct.

Nathan Harold Weiss,
93, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
LEEDS, MA – Nathan H.
Weiss, 93, passed away quietly

late on Sunday, November 3.
Born September 26, 1926
in Portland, ME, son of Esther
and Morris Weiss, he leaves
behind his sister Shirley Ruth
Cohen and her husband Alvin,
with whom he was very close.
Nathan also leaves behind
daughter Ethel Jean Kramer
and her husband Jeffrey
Kramer of West Stockbridge,
son Arthur Weiss and his wife
Shari, and son Gary Weiss and
his wife Gail. Grandchildren
are Cheryl Salem, Rachel
Kramer, Amy Rothstein,
Benjamin Weiss, and Joel
Weiss along with great-grandchildren Elana Kramer, Susan
Lord, Porter Rothstein, Devyn
Rothstein, River Rothstein,
and Kinsley Weiss. He was
predeceased by wife Dorothy
Lerman Weiss and son Eldon
Jay Weiss.
Upon graduating from
Portland (Maine) High School
he spent his years of US Army
service during World War II in
the Philippines, after which
he went to the University of
Missouri. While spending most
of his early married years in
Randolph, MA, he was VP of
sales at American Cellophane
and Plastic Films in Boston.
After retiring, he and his wife
moved to South Florida, where
they were both extremely
active in their synagogue
community.
After being ill earlier this
year, he moved to Leeds to be
closer to family.
A funeral service was held
Thursday, November 7 at the
Jewish Funeral Home Levey
Chapel, Portland, ME followed
by burial at Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Portland.

Hospital Corpsman 3rd class.
He served from 1968-70 on
the USS Jouett during the
Vietnam War. The Jouett was
one of the Navy’s vanguard
ships and after seeing action
in Vietnam, it was deployed to
Japan, the Philippines, Hong
Kong, Guam, Hawaii, and its
home port, San Diego.
After his service he
attended Alderson Broaddus
University in Philippi, WV.
He graduated in 1974 with a
bachelor of science degree in
Physician Assistant Studies.
He was also a fraternity
member of Epsilon at Alderson
Broaddus.
One of his post-graduation physician assistant jobs
was on the Alyeska Pipeline in
Alaska. Among his belongings
was a certificate acknowledging his having crossed the
Arctic Circle. He also worked
as a P.A. in a West Virginia
federal prison, and at the
University of Massachusetts
Amherst Health Facilities from
which he retired.
Bruce helped many people
during his career and was an
especially gifted diagnostician. He is survived by sisters
Nancy E. Bookless and Maxine
B. Bookless, as well as an
uncle, cousins, and friends.
We are comforted by the fact
that Bruce had good friends
along the way and that he is
now at peace.
Donations in Bruce’s
memory may be made to
Volunteers in Medicine
Berkshires (VIM), 777
Main Street, Suite 4, Great
Barrington, MA 01230 (with
a notation), or online at
vimberkshires.org.

Bruce L. Bookless, 72,
helped many people
during his career

Enid L. Fuhrman, 87,
active member of
Knesset Israel and
advocate at BCARC

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL –
Bruce L. Bookless, 72, passed
away on May 27 in Fort
Lauderdale, FL. He was the
son of the late Max and Shirley
Lazerus Bookless. Bruce
graduated from Pittsfield High
School in 1964.
After high school, Bruce
enlisted in the US Navy, where
he was trained as a medic.
He graduated from the Naval
Hospital Corps School in 1966,
and in 1967 was appointed

LEEDS, MA – Enid L.
Fuhrman, 87, passed away
on Saturday, November 9 at
Linda Manor in Leeds after a
brief illness.
The daughter of Benjamin
and Tillie (Berg) Cohen, she
was born in Brooklyn, NY on
May 5, 1932 and moved to
Paterson, NJ in 1941. She
was a devoted Frank Sinatra
fan and teenage bobbysoxer.
She graduated from Central

High in 1950 and worked
for Pollack Optical until her
marriage to Harry Fuhrman in
1952.
Upon her marriage she
moved to Pittsfield and was
a member of Congregation
Knesset Israel. Enid was
formerly a secretary at the
Knesset Israel Hebrew School
from 1977 to 1995 and a
teaching assistant at the
Jewish Community Center
preschool in the early 1970s.
Her husband Harry (son
of the late Rabbi Morris
Fuhrman) was a driver for
Pittsfield News Co., and was
killed in a truck accident on
December 25, 1959. He was
working on Christmas Eve so
other drivers could be home
with their families.
She leaves a son Richard,
his wife Dolly and their

daughters Kyla and Abby,
their husbands, and her great
grandson Rylan; daughter
Meryl, her husband Richard
and their children Andrew and
Gabrielle; son Howie, a client
of BCARC. Howie, born in
1960, was one of the smallest
babies born at Pittsfield
General Hospital.
Enid was an active advocate for her son Howie and
all the BCARC residents and
considered all the people at
BCARC her second family.
Graveside services were
held Monday, November 11 at
Knesset Israel Cemetery with
Rabbi David Weiner, Spiritual
Leader of Knesset Israel,
officiating.
Memorial donations may be
made to BCARC, 395 South
Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201.

MAZEL TOV
Mazel Tov to…
Perry Ostheimer, daughter of Dr. Ronna Tulgan Ostheimer
and Thomas Ostheimer of Williamstown and granddaughter of
Henry Tulgan, on her marriage to Brandon F. Polakoff.
c
Cindy and Ed Helitzer on the birth of their granddaughter,
Jordyn Elizabeth Bellmore, to Kayla and Evan Bellmore.
c
Lara Denmark, Richie Simons, Jeff Siegel, Fred Landes,
Heidi Ferren, and Jenny Gitlitz, all of whom competed in the
Josh Billings Run Aground this year.
c
Dr. Elliot Greenfeld, celebrating his 85th birthday on
December 31. Elliot, a native of Brooklyn (Bensonhurst), NY, was
the second born of triplet boys to Dr. Solomon (Sam) and Eva
Greenfeld on New Year’s Eve, 1934.

Elliot, center, flanked by his triplet brothers Michael (left) and
Arthur (right)
c
Phoebe Sugarman, Beth Speigel Abramson, and Beth
Galanter Radsken, who were honored in November by Berkshire
Hills Hadassah, each for their 40 years of community service.
Yasher koach!

BERKSHIRE JEWISH CONGREGATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
Welcome to the
Jewish Berkshires

Everyone is welcome to attend
services and events at any of the
organizations listed here.
Please call the organizations
directly to confirm service times
or to inquire about membership.
Learn more about our Jewish
community and find great
events on the community
calendar at:
JEWISHBERKSHIRES.ORG
_________________________

Berkshire Minyan
Lay-led egalitarian minyan
held at Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Rd.,
Great Barrington, MA
(413) 229-3618, berkshireminyan.org
Berkshire Hills Hadassah
P.O. Box 187, Pittsfield, MA
(413) 443-4386,
Berkshirehillshadassah@gmail.com
B’nai B’rith Lodge, No. 326
Chabad of the Berkshires
450 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 499-9899,
jewishberkshires.com

Congregation Ahavath Sholom
Reconstructionist
North St., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-4197, ahavathsholom.com
Congregation Beth Israel
Reform
53 Lois St., North Adams, MA
(413) 663-5830, cbiweb.org
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
Reform
270 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-6378, hevreh.org
Israel Philatelist Society
c/o Dr. Ed Helitzer,
(413) 447-7622

Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
196 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-4360, jewishberkshires.org
Jewish War Veterans
Commander Robert Waldheim
(413) 822-4546, sellit4@aol.com
Knesset Israel
Conservative
16 Colt Rd., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 445-4872, knessetisrael.org
Temple Anshe Amunim
Reform
26 Broad St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-5910, ansheamunim.org
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Calendar – Ongoing Events
Around the Community
Continuous – Chabad of the
Berkshires “Smile on Seniors,”
or “S.O.S.,” volunteer program
to serve senior citizens in the
Berkshires. Information for
families who can benefit and
volunteers: Rabbi Levi Volovik
at (413) 499-9899 or visit www.
jewishberkshires.com.
Monthly, fourth or fifth
Sunday – Volunteers from
Congregation Beth Israel, 53 Lois
Street, North Adams “Take and
Eat” program cook, package,
and deliver hot meals for all
North Adams clients of “Meals
on Wheels.” Information: (413)
663-5830 or office@cbiweb.org.
Sundays (second of each
month) – Berkshire Hills Society
of Israeli Philatelists meet. Discuss
Israeli and American stamps.
Coffee and donuts. Information:
Ed Helitzer, (413) 447-7622,
daytime.
Sunday, December 15 at
10 a.m. – Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Road, Great
Barrington, presents its monthly
installment of Tiny Talmidim,
a parent-child program that is
an interactive time of Jewish
learning, activities, and snacks
that is most appropriate for
preschool-aged children or
younger who are able to sit
through a story and participate
in activities. Teacher Terri Sash
engages children and families in
hands-on learning that is joyful,
meaningful, and fun!
Tu e s d a y s , f r o m 1 0 t o
11:30 a.m. – Torah Portion of
the Week study group at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield.
Facilitator Myrna Hammerling
guides the group through the
triennial cycle, year-round in the
KI Library. Newcomers always
welcome to this gathering of
students of diverse ages, backgrounds, and perspectives who
search together to deepen understanding of our foundational
text. Free. Information: (413)
445-4872, ext. 16.
Wednesdays, from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m. – Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Road, Great
Barrington, offers an hour of
“Shalom Yoga, Gentle Stretch
and Meditation” with Nina
Lipkowitz a certified Kripalu
and Jewish yoga and meditation
teacher. Check https://hevreh.

org/calendar/ for updates. All
levels welcome. Contact Nina at
ninalipkowitz@gmail.com with
any questions.
Wednesdays at Knesset Israel,
– “Enhanced Prayer Class for
Adults” 10 -11:30 a.m. at 16 Colt
Road, Pittsfield, KI library. What
are we saying when we read
prayers at a service? How does
the siddur language connect
with my life today? How can I
build my Hebrew reading fluency
and practice my reading skills?
How can I be more comfortable
with the language and process
of prayer? Facilitated by Myrna
Hammerling. Newcomers always
welcome. Information: (413)
445-4872, ext. 16.
Wednesdays, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
at Chabad of the Berkshires
(through June 13) – Join
together with fellow Jewish
women in the Berkshires for
inspiring Torah study, warm
camaraderie, hot tea and delicious refreshments! Please RSVP
to saravolovik@gmail.com or call
(413) 499-9899.
Wednesdays at Hevreh –
“Lunch N Learn” with Rabbi Neil
Hirsch at 11:45 a.m. is open to
anyone who wants to deepen
their relationship to Jewish study
through text and discussion. Says
Rabbi Hirsch: Currently, we are
studying the Book of Judges,
which tells the stories of the
Israelites as they attempted to
settle the Land of Israel. It’s a
story of one people encountering others, the tensions that
exist between those parties,
and the complicated, ongoing
relationship of a Covenantal
Nation with its God. While the
study is ongoing, we welcome
people whenever they may
be available to join.” Classes
available via video conference
or conference call. Email Rabbi
Hirsch at nhirsch@hevreh.org to
find out how to join remotely.
Thursdays (fourth of each
month) – Hadassah Book Club.
For times, locations of meetings,
and further information about
the books: email Pattie Lipman
plipman@fairpoint.net.
Thursdays at 10:30 a.m. – Janet
Lee will continue to teach an
intermediate mat Pilates class
at Hevreh every Thursday. Bring
a mat and water. Contact Janet

Lee at jlee@hevreh.org to learn
more, and check hevreh.org/
calendar for any weekly changes.
Fridays, at 9 a.m. – Meditation
with Rabbi Rachel Barenblat in
the Congregation Beth Israel
sanctuary, 53 Lois Street, North
Adams, overlooking the Berkshire
mountains. Silence, chanting,
and meditation designed to
help prepare for Shabbat. All
welcomed. Information: (413)
663-5830 and www.cbiweb.org.
Fridays, once a month at
5:30 p.m. (followed by a
family style Shabbat dinner
at 6:30 p.m.) – Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield. Shirei
Shabbat (“Songs of Shabbat”).
Unique service combines melodies from Carlebach, Debbie
Friedman, and Camp Ramah to
create a ruach filled (“spirited”)
family friendly experience. Cost
for dinner $20 adult; $15 teen,
children free. Dinner reservations
are due by the Monday before
services. Full information: (413)
445-4872, ext 10.
Saturdays at 8:45 a.m. – at
Hevreh, 270 State Road in Great
Barrington. Every Shabbat morning, gather in Rabbi Neil Hirsch’s
study and dive into the less-often
read books of the Bible. All are
welcome to begin the day with
coffee while studying and relaxing on Shabbat. Sessions will be
between 45 and 60 minutes.
Saturday, December 7 at
9 a.m. – Hevreh presents Tot
Shabbat, a free joyful Shabbat
program for the little ones with
singing, movement, storytelling,
and more! Rabbi Gordon, Rabbi
Hirsch and student cantor Gabe
Snyder look forward to sharing
Shabbat together with you and
your family each month.
Saturdays at 9:30 a.m. Temple
Anshe Amunim, 26 Broad
Street, Pittsfield – “Torah
Plus: Exploring Jewish Text and
Culture.” Join Rabbi Liz P.G.
Hirsch for a conversation based
on the texts of the Jewish people
and reflect on Jewish values and
thinking and what it means “to
be Jewish.” All texts are offered
in English. Free and open to
the public. Information (413)
442-5910 or templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org.
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Rabbi Reflection, continued from page 2
on tuneless. Bored to distraction sitting in a women’s gallery
where they couldn’t see or hear, Judith and Shira lasted only
ten minutes before descending to the courtyard between the
two synagogues. Only decorum and a commitment to being a
good guest kept me from stepping outside. Yet it was outside the
synagogue that we found the soul of Shabbat in this community. In the courtyard, the entire moshav – hundreds of men
and women, families with children and elders, teens and adults
– had gathered. Dressed primarily in white, they were buzzing
about, reconnecting joyously with friends and neighbors. At
first it seemed odd to me that this religious community – with
its two mikvahs, three yeshivot, married women with covered
heads, men wearing kipot and tzitzit – had synagogues that were
more than half empty. But I get it – while only some people in
HaZorim pray on Friday night, everyone there makes time for
Shabbat. And it is this facet of Shabbat that connects the people
of HaZorim to each other, and also to their brothers and sisters
all over the world, and to us. and to all Jews who ever were and
ever will be.
The very next week, we spent Shabbat in Tel Aviv. Though
we lived in Jerusalem for a year 20 years ago, neither Judith
nor I had ever celebrated Shabbat in Tel Aviv. We expected the
Shabbat to be completely different from the one that preceded
it – after all we were now in the beating heart of secular Israel,
where Shabbat means time on the beach, not time in shul. What
we saw surprised and inspired us. In this ostensibly secular
city, Shabbat felt very different from the other days of the week.
We attended an open-air instrumental Friday night service
overlooking the sea, alongside perhaps a thousand Israelis and
tourists. As we walked back to our apartment, looking up at the
windows of nearby apartment buildings, everyone seemed to be
having Shabbat dinner. The next day we threw ourselves into
the Tel Aviv Shabbat experience, walking three blocks to the
beach. What we saw along the way was that, while the beaches
and parks were full, the offices and businesses, streets and
restaurants were quiet. People were out walking, spending time
with family and friends and reconnecting with what is most
important. It wasn’t so different from the town up north, or from
Jerusalem. Even in the absence of religion, Shabbat apparently
holds Tel Aviv together and connects its residents with the rest
of the Jewish world across time and space.
Even outside Israel, Shabbat creates and reinforces the
bonds of community among Jews. In Rome, Joe and I chose to
stay in a kosher bed and breakfast, and the owner, a Libyan
Jew, invited us to join him in synagogue on Friday night and
Saturday. Though we felt welcome, the worship in this tiny synagogue was very different – Joe had never experienced anything
like it. But then there was kiddush. There must have been twice
as many people at kiddush as there were in services. The room
seemed a lot like the synagogues of my childhood, full of elders
with thick Yiddish accents and an appetite for schnapps. In
Rome the liquor of choice was different, and the elders, who had
been expelled from Tripoli in 1967, had thick Arabic accents,
but it was all the same. In synagogue on Shabbat, these men
and women connected with each other, sat in community, literally ate over each other’s shoulders and loved every minute.
They helped me understand that Shabbat was their day to
celebrate their Jewish identity and the bonds of a community
that even displacement couldn’t tear. The joy was as inspiring
as it was deafening, a true oneg Shabbat. It had to happen on
Shabbat – that’s just the way we roll.
For all its power, though, Shabbat apparently also has its
limits. For one, you really can’t do Shabbat alone. Our travels
involved a couple of lonely Shabbatot – one in a village by the
Ligurian Sea, and another in a remote corner of New Zealand.
We thought we could make it work. We tried to differentiate
Shabbat from the rest of the week, adjusting our meal schedule
and preparation so as not to cook on Shabbat, saying kiddush,
trying to enjoy the mountains and the beach, rather than
shopping or consuming or traveling long distances. But while
relaxing on the seventh day is undoubtedly better than working
on the seventh day, isolation diminished our experience of
Shabbat. It’s okay on occasion, but I’d hate to see it become
RABBI REFLECTION, continued on next page
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Rabbi Reflection,

continued from previous page
a habit. Like Jewish prayer,
which requires a minyan,
Shabbat works better in
community.
The synagogue, as an institution, can only take Shabbat
so far. Really, it is the participation of individuals, couples,
and families in this incredible tradition that will help
us take Shabbat to the next
level, together. You don’t have
to love synagogue services to
make time for Shabbat. Our
summer experiences reminded
me that, although they
overlap, prayer and Shabbat
are not actually the same
thing. I hope that this year
we’ll all take steps towards
intensifying our practice of
Shabbat – nothing radical, just
small steps. For my part, I’m
contemplating the meaning of
‘Shabbat clothes’ – what would
it mean to maintain a different
wardrobe for Shabbat than
for the rest of the week? But
for others growth might come
in the form of more frequent
Shabbat dinners with guests
at home, lighting candles more
religiously, staying longer at
kiddush, or cutting back on
smartphone use or shopping
for that one sacred day a
week. Slowly, slowly, Shabbat
will help us rediscover our
connections with each other,
with the entire Jewish world,
with Creation, with eternity –
across all our differences, and
across time and space.
Rabbi David Weiner is spiritual leader of Knesset Israel in
Pittsfield.

Programs take
take place
place on
Mondays
and Thursdays
at 10:45 at
a.m.
Lunch
is Lunch
servedisMonday
and Thursday
Programs
most Mondays
and Thursdays
10:45
a.m.
served Mondays,
Tuesdays,
and
at noon.
at 12Thursdays
p.m, through
September 3. Tuesday lunch resumes on September 8.
Venue: Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Rd, Pittsfield, MA.

Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield, MA.

DECEMBER
Monday, 2................. 10:45 a.m., screening of film Denial.
Film runs 110 minutes. Begins at 10:45, breaks at noon for
lunch and continues to end at 12:45. Lunch: Meat loaf**#,
noodle soup, mixed vegetables, oven roasted potatoes
Syrian style, salad, rye bread, pears, and tea.
Tuesday, 3................. Chicken with prunes and honey**#, couscous and toasted almonds, peas, Italian
bread, mandarin oranges, and tea.
Thursday, 5............... 10:45 a.m., Chair Yoga with Linda
Novick. Lunch: Fish chowder, grilled cheese sandwiches,
stewed tomatoes, salad, oyster crackers, pudding and
cookies, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

• Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires
• PJ Library
Berkshire County

Monday, 30............... 10:45 a.m., “Intergenerational: The
Process of Aging” with therapist Maggie Bittman. Lunch:
Salisbury steaks**#, mushroom barley soup, baby
carrots, salad, pumpernickel bread, mandarin oranges,
and tea.
Tuesday, 31............... Dairy meal of pasta “carbonara”,
green beans, salad, garlic bread, lemon pudding, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Tuesday, 10............... Hot dogs & beans**#, salad, hot
dog rolls, pears, and tea.

JANUARY
Thursday, 2............... 10:45 a.m., “Chair Yoga” with Linda
Novick. Lunch: “Breakfast all Day” cheesy frittata, biscuit with “sausage” gravy, salad, coffee cake, coffee,
tea, and milk for coffee.

Thursday, 12............. 10:45 a.m., “A Different Concept of
God” with Michel Paul Richard, PhD. Lunch: Artichoke &
sundried tomato frittata**, beets, baby carrots, farmer’s loaf, popsicles, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Monday, 6................. 10:45 a.m., The Sunday Strummers
Ukulele Ensemble. Lunch: Meat loaf**#, potato leek
soup, peas & carrots, oven roasted Brussels sprouts,
rye bread, peaches, and tea.

Monday, 16............... 10:45 a.m., “Mediation for Everyday
and Beyond” with Kayla Wendling and Ellen Maxon. Lunch:
Apricot glazed chicken**#, vegetable soup, rice pilaf,
broccoli, Challah, tropical fruit salad, and tea.

Tuesday, 7................. Roasted chicken**#, Italian
wedding soup, salad, mixed vegetables, rice pilaf, oat
bread, applesauce, and tea.

Monday, 9................. 10:45 a.m., “Let’s Keep it Moving”
with Laura Kay. Lunch: Spaghetti & sauce#, salad, Italian
beans, garlic toast, fruit cocktail, and tea.

Like us on
Facebook:

Thursday, 26............. 10:45 a.m., film screening of
93Queen. Film begins at 10:45, breaks at 11:45 for lunch
and will resume at 12:30. Lunch: Fresh fish**, noodle
kugel, asparagus cuts n tips, salad, muffins, raspberry
shortcakes, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Tuesday, 17............... Chef’s pleasure of quiche, mixed
vegetables, stewed tomatoes, rye bread, peaches, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.
Thursday, 19............. 10:45 a.m., “Music in the Air: The Life
and Music of George Frederick Root.” Lunch: Tuna noodle
casserole, tomato rice soup, salad, chef’s pleasure of
bread, strawberry cream pie, coffee, tea, and milk for
coffee.
Monday, 23............... 10:45 a.m., “The Magic Dreidel: A
Chanukah Celebration” with Grumbling Gryphons. Lunch:
Chanukah luncheon – orange chicken with raisins &
figs, leek fritters, white rice, peas, Challah, Osem cake
slices, and tea.
Tuesday, 24............... Shepherd’s pie cups, salad, Italian
bread, apricots, and tea.

Thursday, 9............... 10:45 a.m., “Let’s Keep it Moving”
with Laura Kay. Lunch: “Seafood” pasta, salad, asparagus cuts n tips, multi-grain bread, pudding, coffee, tea,
and milk for coffee.
Monday, 13............... 10:45 a.m., “Intergenerational: The
Process of Aging” with therapist Maggie Bittman. Lunch:
Layered sweet & sour beef**#, rice pilaf, beans, salad,
pita bread, pineapple, and tea.
Tuesday, 14............... Turkey stew, brown rice, salad,
bread TBA, apple dumplings, and tea.
Thursday, 16............. 10:45 a.m., Program to be Announced. Lunch: Grilled cheese, tomato rice soup,
beets, whole wheat bread, ice cream & cookies, coffee,
tea, and milk for coffee.
Monday, 20............... Closed for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
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Young Judaism

Though at Times Exhausted and Physically Taxed, He Found His
Israel Experience Invigorating
By Daniel Munch / Special to the BJV
Hello, my name is Daniel
Munch. I am a junior at
Lenox Memorial High School.
I live with my mom, dad, and
sister, and I have a brother in
college. The temple I attend is
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire,
where I am a madrich for the
Sunday religious school and
a participating member of the
confirmation class.
This past summer I participated in the truly formative
NFTY L’Dor V’Dor program in
Israel. Thanks to the generosity of the Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires, I had the
opportunity to participate.
I’d now like to share my
wonderful experience with the
community.
L’Dor V’Dor was the
furthest I’ve traveled from
home, but the destination
made it well worth it. This trip
gave me the opportunity to
experience and connect with
the country of Israel in a very
in-depth way, from the barren
swathes of the Negev through
to the vivid hills of Haifa, the
archaic streets of Jerusalem’s
Old City to the refreshing
skyline of modern Tel Aviv.
A huge plus of the trip was
that I wasn’t alone, but traveling with sixty of my closest
friends, all Jewish teens
coming from every part of the
United States. I had attended
URJ Crane Lake Camp –
also thanks to the Jewish

Federation of the Berkshires –
with the majority of my fellow
travelers. With my compatriots (and the many Israelis
we befriended along the way),
I was afforded the chance to
really do a deep dive into my
religion, the history of my
people, our collective cultural
heritage, and Zionism.
We met diverse people
who all reside in Israel – a
Hasidic man, a Druze family,
Israeli Arabs, a Palestinian,
and Bedouins, as well as
secular and Reform Jewish
Israelis. They all had somewhat different perspectives on
religion, Israel, and everything
in between, all of which helped
me put myself in someone
else’s shoes.
Probably the most unique
experience I had in Israel was
camping and hiking in the
Negev’s Eilat Mountains. The
astonishing heat and bareness of that desert, unchanged
since the days the Israelites
traversed it, was something
incredible.
The desert was beautiful, but the highlight of
my trip was my chavayah.
“Chavayah,” which means
"experience" in Hebrew was a
4-day chosen adventure which
split our group into smaller
sections. I chose “Yam L’ Yam”,
which consisted of hiking on
the shores of the Kinneret
and then most of the way to

the Mediterranean Sea. In
the Kinneret, the importance
of Israel as a religious entity
became immediately clear, as
there were many Christian
Americans at the kibbutz
where we stayed. While we
walked through the valleys
of lush Northern Israel, we
threaded through many Arab
villages and their distinctive mosques, with minarets
reaching up at the sky. On
the trail, we passed through
pastures with nervous cattle,
chatted with European tourists, and cooked our meals
using fresh water from nearby
creeks.
We awoke before dawn
every morning in an attempt
to outpace the midday heat,
stopping at noon for a few
hours to wait out the sun
in some shady spot. In the
evenings, we played Hacky
Sac with our security guard
Yan-Eve, stargazed, and tried
to avoid the scorpions scuttling about. Those four days
were exhausting and physically taxing, but I found the
experience invigorating. At
one point, we were handed a
map and a compass and told
to navigate alone to a point
multiple kilometers away. This
forced us to work together and
use our own initiative to reach
our destination successfully.
We biked the final miles

down the hills to
the sandy coast
north of Nahariya.
We swam in our
fourth sea of the
trip (Red Sea,
Dead Sea, Sea of
Galilee, and the
Mediterranean Sea)
and made our way
to the final leg of
the trip, which we
traveled with other
teens, Israelis
from a town north
of Tel Aviv. I was
impressed by how
similar we seemed,
even watching the same shows
on Netflix. We enjoyed having
them with us as we explored
their home country, affording
us an inside look and yet
another perspective. Probably
the most humbling part of the
trip was the realization that
our Israeli friends, who are
really no different than us, will
all have to join the Israeli military next year.
Talking with Israeli friends
about anything from politics, music, sports, or the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict was
always fascinating to me and
saying goodbye to them was
a sad day. Throughout the
trip I learned so much about
Judaism’s history and our
culture. But I also learned on
a more universal level about

people and how they interact
with each other. I came to
realize that behind linguistic,
cultural, or religious barriers,
most people are fundamentally
the same. I made friends from
two nations, experienced so
much and refined my identity
as an American Reform Jew.
I am incredibly thankful
that I had the opportunity to
have this experience and it is
one that I won’t soon forget.
Thank you, Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
and everyone whose contributions make experiences like
this possible for young Jews in
Berkshire County.

NEW! FAIR SHARE TUITION PROGRAM
Affordable academic excellence delivered through a creative curriculum
Bus service to Berkshire and Columbia Counties
Learn more at berkshirecountryday.org/admission

JOIN US FOR ONE OF OUR WINTER OPEN HOUSES!
Thursday, January 16

9-11am

FOR PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS
Thursday, February 20

8am-3pm

BRING A FRIEND TO SCHOOL DAY

for students, with tours available for parents and caregivers
Outstanding education for 2-year-olds through Grade 8
413-637-0755 berkshirecountryday.org
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Traveling with Jewish Taste

Get Ahead This Chanukah with Dairy Foods
Featuring a blintz soufflé recipe from a vintage Berkshire Jewish community cookbook
By Carol Goodman Kaufman
For the longest time in America, it’s been
potato latkes for Chanukah parties and dinner,
often eaten with brisket. But why brisket? This
cut of beef may be ubiquitous in Ashkenazi
Jewish homes at Chanukah, but I can find
neither an historical or etymological rationale
for the slow-cooked delicacy, and we know how
much Jews love a good play-on-words (witness
the carrot’s popularity at Rosh Hashanah and
Chanukah). Of course, back in the day, brisket
was a cheaper cut of meat than others, and it
came in large pieces, making it a good choice
for large family get-togethers. But, today, a
good kosher brisket can cost up to $17 a pound
– hardly a bargain.
Well, before modern times, Chanukah was considered a minor holiday. Other
than a couple of prayers added to the liturgy in the synagogue and the lighting
of the hanukkiah at home, there really was no special celebration, and no festival
meal. But, as Jews assimilated in America and household income increased,
they couldn’t help but notice all the hoopla surrounding that other winter
holiday. Keeping up with the Joneses took on an almost surreal aspect as simple
Chanukah gelt morphed into nightly gift-giving. The box of colorful little candles
bought at the supermarket evolved into boutique designer tapers. And homely
paper chains transformed into tinsel-y decorations eerily similar to Christmas
ornaments — sometimes even seen on (oy vey!) a “Chanukah bush.”
Foods prepared specifically for the holiday did develop, however, and from
every point in the Diaspora. But, as food historian Gil Marks, writes, it wasn’t
until the fourteenth century that any specific type of food became traditional to
eat on the winter holiday.
We know all about foods fried in oil. Witness the above-mentioned potato latke
and the Israeli jelly doughnut, the sufganiyah. However, among many Jews it is
also customary to consume dairy foods on Chanukah. The reasoning behind this
tradition stems from an incident depicted in the Book of Judith. Although not
included in the Hebrew Bible, the book tells the story of a beautiful young widow
in a town under siege by the Assyrians under Nebuchadnezzar. She manages to
infiltrate the enemy camp and gain access to the commanding general Holofernes’
tent. She feeds him salty cheese, which of course makes him thirsty. She then
plies him with so much wine that he passes out. Using the general’s own sword,
she cuts off his head.
Scholars say that the events depicted in the Book of Judith probably took
place a good 400 years before the Assyrians battled the Maccabees, whose
exploits form the basis of the Chanukah story. So, how did Judith and her salty
cheese get conflated with the holiday? Perhaps because the heroine, like Judah,
was a guerilla fighter who used her brains to fight against the mighty?
Regardless of historical accuracy, salty cheese, and dairy foods in general,
have come to be associated with Chanukah. Having said all that, what’s for
supper?

Tonight it will
be a dairy meal,
with a scrumptious blintz soufflé
whose recipe
comes from the
vintage Our Best
cookbook. This
particular collection of recipes was
produced in the
1960s and 1970s
in two volumes by
Pittsfield’s Jewish
women’s organizations, and it serves
as a wonderful
historical and
sociological exploration of both
the evolution of
“Here’s your hat, what’s your hurry?” Judith and
American Jewish
Holofernes depicted in a 13th century illuminated
food and social
manuscript
customs. The
first volume lists
recipes under the husband’s name, as in soufflé by Mrs. Joseph Smith. By the
time the second volume appeared, norms had evolved to the point of naming the
actual woman whose dish was featured (including Sephardi recipes), so we see
Anna Smith getting full credit.

Serves 6

Blintz Soufflé

Ingredients:
1/4 cup butter, melted
12 frozen cheese blintzes
6 eggs
1 1/2 cups sour cream
1/3 cup sugar

2 teaspoons vanilla
1/4 cup orange juice
cinnamon

Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 350° F (175° C).
2. Melt butter in a 9x13 inch pan.
3. Line blintzes in one layer in the pan.
4. In a bowl, beat eggs. Add sour cream, sugar, vanilla, and orange juice.
5. Pour egg mixture over the blintzes.
6. Sprinkle lightly with cinnamon.
7. Bake, uncovered, for 45 minutes, or until golden brown on top.

a

Create a Jewish Legacy Campaign

a

Carol Goodman Kaufman is a psychologist and author with a passion for travel
and food. She is currently at work on a food history/cookbook, tracing the paths
that some of our favorite foods have taken from their origins to appear on dinner
plates and in cultural rites and artifacts around the world. She invites readers to
read her blog at carolgoodmankaufman.com and to follow her on
Twitter @goodmankaufman.

Please remember the Jewish Community in your will.

Israeli
Jewelry

The Mews, by the Red Lion Inn Courtyard
Stockbridge, MA
413-298-4436
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CULTURE AND ARTS

Mexican-Jewish artist Aliza
Nisenbaum on her colorful portraits
of ‘the other’ in society
NEW YORK - MexicanJewish artist Aliza Nisenbaum
sees a failure to communicate
in the modern world — and
her work as a way to counteract the dilemma. “The
problem today is that we are
not sitting with real people,
face to face, we are shouting
to each other on social media,”
Nisenbaum says.
She looks to fight this
cultural tendency through
her paintings, whose intense,
sensuous color forces the
viewer to inhale the humanity
of her subjects. Influenced by
the work of Jewish philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas and his
theory of “the Other,” which is
grounded in Jewish ethics of
responsibility and humanism,
Nisenbaum aims to portray the
“back regions” of everyday life
— a term coined by the Jewish
sociologist Erving Goffman.
Nisenbaum, 42, has
explored the idea for years,
beginning with a series of
intimate portraits of Central
American migrants she met
while working at a New York
City community center in
2013. A solo exhibition of
her work recently closed at
the Anton Kirn Gallery in
Manhattan.

VIA JTA / COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND ANTON KERN
GALLERY, NEW YORK/© ALIZA NISENBAUM

By Alan Grabinsky / JTA

“Alberto, David and Aliza with mural by
Roberto Cueva del Rio,” 2019. “I draw
inspiration from Mexican muralism, but their
display of social history was too epic and
general,” says Nisenbaum. “I’m also influenced
by the work of Alice Neel, who painted intimate
pictures of real people.“

At Greylock Audiology and Balance Centers
we combine audiology and physical therapy.
Having both services available in one location allows us to more effectively improve
quality of life through better hearing, better balance and overall health and well-being.
Dr. Andrew Puttick, the owner and audiologist at Greylock
Audiology, is a state licensed doctor of audiology, not a
hearing aid salesman.
We are a medical facility, not a retail store, and our
mission as an audiology practice is to maximize quality
of life through better hearing and balance.
Dr. Andrew Puttick
Au.D, CCC-A, FAAA

• Diagnostic hearing evaluations
• All hearing aid fittings are verified using real ear measurements
to ensure accuracy
• Balance evaluations and treatment
• Hearing aid dispensing and repairs
• Tinnitus (ringing in the ears) treatment
— Certified provider of LEVO Tinnitus Sleep Therapy
• Custom hearing protection and musician’s filters
• Hearing aids available from all 7 major manufacturers

greylockaudiology.com
510 North Street, Suite 9, Pittsfield, MA • (413) 443-4800 tel • (413) 442-9701 fax

Fyzical.com/Pittsfield

Dr. Trevor Marcotte joined Greylock Audiology in August 2017 and FYZICAL
Therapy and Balance was formed. Dr. Marcotte’s specialized training in
vestibular (balance) therapy makes him one of the most qualified
specialists in all of Western MA to treat vertigo and balance disorders!
He is extensively trained in sports/orthopedic rehab and pre- and
post-operative rehabilitation as well.

Comprehensive physical therapy services:
•
•
•
•

Orthopedic physical therapy
Fall risk assessments
Vestibular therapy/balance therapy and fall prevention
Specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of vertigo &
other vestibular disorders
• Certified provider of Hips for Life

Pain Management & Laser Therapy

Best Physical Therapist

• Custom orthotics
• CBD products from Miracles of Health, Muscle MX,
and Rooted Apothecary

